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Welcome to the course and congratulations on taking the initiative to do what virtually hundreds of thousands of regular 
punters have failed to do and never will do: educate themselves to improve their punting prowess. 
 
If there is one single factor why most punters lose which carries more weight than any other factor it is the inability to 
differentiate between good and bad wagering situations.  Long term losers are involved in far too many unfavourable 
betting situations . 
 
In horse racing there are races and there are MONEY MAKING races. We need to develop the requisite skills to readily 
identify the right races to bet on, and implement  long term, viable and sustainable wagering strategies. 
 
Educated horse players armed with a sensible and realistic game plan should easily demonstrate that the predictive 
outcome on racing can be no less effective than those who trade stocks and commodities. One thing we can guarantee 
that you will never see a ‘market crash’ in racing. 
 
It is the aim of this course to furnish the participant with the necessary knowledge and understanding to make regular 
and long term profits from racing. We are certainly not forthcoming with ludicrous statements concerning great wealth 
accumulation on completion of this tutorial but sincerely believe if the participants adhere to the principles and strategies 
contained within this book horse betting should provide some sort of regular wage supplement. For those who have the 
drive and skills to further their punting education the basis of full time income , from horse race betting, could be a 
realistic expectation. 
  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 



Firstly, do not  let anybody tell you they don’t gamble. They mightn’t in terms of placing a wager on the outcome of some type of 
sporting event but if they have ever purchased a second hand car, have a mortgage, opened a business or have a superannuation 
fund along with innumerable other scenarios, they have gambled. No doubt many people will be at odds with those instances being 
categorized as such, but when your capital  is placed in any situation where the growth is affected by external forces you are 
gambling with your money. 
 
Generally, such long term investments are deemed as safe investments but one only has to look at the fallout of the recent Global 
Financial Crisis  to note that most Super Funds were savaged by those events, and entire suburbs in parts of the U.S  were rendered 
as worthless real estate, which begs the question: Is there really anything as a truly safe investment? 
 
Broadly speaking, gambling can be categorized into two areas. Long term, slow growth and low risk, such as super and real estate 
etc, or quick turnover high risk situations, such as sports betting, casino and the various racing codes.  Although the mortality rate of 
the investor is significantly higher in the second category, make no mistake, players can be wiped out in either situation. 
 
Gambling is an arena that abounds in myths and misconceptions and to have any chance of long term success we need to 
understand certain fundamentals. Information and education can only enhance our expectation.  
 
Gambling is a phenomenon that is almost as old as mankind itself. Virtually every form of primitive culture engaged or experienced 
some type of gambling contest. In contemporary society gambling is a near universal pastime. In a recent survey, figures showed 
that in a 12 month period in the United States, money wagered on gambling activities exceeded the combined monies of the real 
estate and automotive industries in the same time span. Surprisingly money turned over in Las Vegas alone exceeded the gross 
domestic product of some smaller countries.  These are staggering statistics!! 
 
So why do we gamble? Possibly, as 18th century French novelist Honore de Balzac stated “the gambling passion lurks at the bottom 
of every heart”. It just seems to be one of the constants of the human condition. Many people claim that they do not gamble, but 
gambling in one form or another is almost part of daily life. Basically, the entire Western economy is driven by decisions of a 
gambling nature. 
 
Gambling in essence is DECISION MAKING UNDER CONDITIONS OF RISK 
 
 
 
 
 



1 GAMBLING –GENERAL OVERVIEW – cont. 

 Prior to the placement of any bet, the player should ask 3 questions : 
 
1. Is there a presence of risk? 
2. Can I quantify the risk ? 
3. Can I employ any strategy that will reduce the risk? 

 
Ok , point 1. is a given if we are wagering on a horse race, risk  is present. 
Point 2 is not so easy to conquer in horse racing, as the odds are not as clearly defined as opposed to the casino environment We 
will learn more on quantifying risk in the next module on probability. 
Several strategies can be employed that will reduce or spread the risk. 
 
Before getting into any specifics of racing, it will help our cause  for both reference and comparison purposes, to understand 
exactly how casinos work and how they make their money. 
 
 
To any modestly intelligent person it is self evident that Casinos are not designed for the benevolence of the gambling masses 
They are designed with one specific purpose in mind and that is to make you and your money go separate ways. Casino games 
are purely mathematical in their conception and are devised in such a manner as to give the house an advantage over the player. 
This advantage is measurable and is known as the 'house edge'.  
In other words each game is designed so that the player has more chances of losing than winning. I have spoken to many players 
over the years that play the casino on a regular basis. I say to them I have devised a game where I put 20 red marbles in a tin and 
18 white marbles. The tin is shaken, a marble is withdrawn and this procedure is repeated over and over. I then propose that 
every time a red marble is withdrawn they pay me $10 and every time a white marble is drawn I pay them $10. The standard 
reply is basically  “do you think I came down in the last shower”. Yet this is exactly what these people are doing when they 
gamble in the casino. The casino is holding the red marbles and the player is holding the white. So what do you think will happen 
over a long period of time? 
 
The wealth of the worlds Casinos are based on something known as' Bernoulli’s Law', which is very powerful and basically 
implies that although gamblers may experience short term success casinos can ultimately be certain of winning in the long term 
In other words, gamblers cannot win over a long period of time whilst gambling against a bias. Every casino game is biased 
against the player. 
Due to this edge the casino will always finish with a fixed percentage of the players money the longer the  the player gambles the 
bigger the profit for the house. It is this constant mathematical advantage the casino holds that will be the ruination of all long 
term players. It is worth noting that a bias percentage of less than 2% will eventually kill off all long term players. 
 



1 GAMBLING –GENERAL OVERVIEW – cont. 

This is why casinos will do everything possible to lure “ high rollers” back to the tables after they have enjoyed a significant 
win. Casinos will accommodate them in their best rooms, feed them their best food and wines and pander to their needs. 
Casinos know that they just have to keep these players gambling and they will eventually win everything back plus more.  
 
 
Casino games involve a redistribution of wealth amongst the players at each play whilst removing a percentage either directly 
or statistically  after each game or spin of a wheel. 
  
Paradoxically, casinos make their money out of winners and not losers; this is done by underpaying winning bets at odd that 
should be greater. 
The correct payout of any gaming situation is where the payout to the bettor is equivalent to the probability of the event 
happening. 
  
For instance, a standard roulette wheel with a single zero has 37 numbers.  A player who stakes a bet on one single number 
has one chance of winning and 36 chances of losing, therefore the correct payout on this event should be 36/1.However the 
casino only pays out at 35/1 thus keeping one single number (the zero) in its favour on every spin. This equates to a 
percentage advantage for the house of 2.7% on this type of bet.  Similarly players who think that they are getting a fair bet on 
the so called “even money“ chances should think again. 
 
If a player places a bet in roulette on red or black, then they have 18 chances in 37 of collecting which equates to a percentage 
of 48.65%, therefore the correct payout on this wager should be 51.35% , but the casino only pays out at 50% thus holding a 
1.35% over the player. These shortfalls to the player, by underpaying winning bets can never be retrieved  and will eventually 
lead to the demise of all long term players. The losers’ contribution in this process is merely part of table turnover. 
 
Casino odds and probability are clearly and easily defined. Horse racing is quite different odds and markets in racing are in 
essence defined by the subjective evaluation, from the market place of opinion and are not primarily a product of pure 
mathematics. 
  
 
 
  
 



2- GAMBLING MINDSET 
 

 
One of the earliest racing maxims I can recall states “When you go through the turnstiles of a racecourse you trade your head in for a 
pumpkin” Now I’m sure many readers can relate to that maxim. How many times over the years, have punters admonished 
themselves for seemingly stupid decisions made on a racetrack which contravened earlier and correct lines of thought. This has led 
me to investigate the punters mindset on decision making under conditions of risk. The earliest forms of gambling date back to pre 
historic times when archeologists have unearthed the earliest form of dice made from bones. Needless to say, scientific and 
mathematical analysis into the realm of gambling has made quantum headway since the days of the wheel prototype to the point 
where the toss of a simple coin can deliver mind boggling complex equations.  
 
 
The common thread which is most surprising throughout the evolution of gambling is that the phenomenon of gambling has 
continued throughout time to be associated with superstition and the paranormal. Even the most educated gamblers seem prone to 
regular systematic departures from rational behavior when placed in certain risk circumstances. I have a friend with whom I regularly 
attend race meetings in Perth. I recollect engaging in a conversation with my mate on a particular race morning when he briefed me 
on his best for the day and how he was going to have a real ‘crack’ at it. Through delays I didn’t arrive at the track just as the race in 
question had just finished, although his selection had duly saluted, Phil was heading towards me with a somewhat disgruntled look 
on his face, no, he hadn’t backed another runner, but informed me he had halved his bet. I was to find out that the day up until that 
race hadn’t exactly gone to plan as his car had blown a head gasket in the morning, and his beloved football team had suffered an 
embarrassing loss in a game they were expected to win easily. Two totally unrelated events had compelled my friend to react on a 
negative basis on a third totally unrelated event, simply because Phil had deduced he was in for a bad day. Now, there are, of course 
,perfectly valid reasons why punters could and should change their mind on a racecourse. Their selection may have presented poorly 
in the pre race parade, sweating profusely  or demonstrating unruly behavior, or the price on offer may fall well below one’s 
expectation, but when change is instigated by perceived metaphysical forces conspiring to bring one down, well, I’ll leave that one for 
you to judge.  
 
 
It would seem that still many believe that risk outcomes are fate rather than the undeniable fact of choice. Gamblers are known to 
develop some behavioral distortions as a result of some pathological association between betting outcome and some physical move, 
i.e. watching races from a ‘lucky’ spot and the wearing of lucky attire to the track. It is something we’ve probably been all guilty of at 
one stage or another. I must admit I have been culpable of such nonsense. A number of years ago two of my biggest wins, at the 
track, were on dark, stormy days. Sometime later I remember being disgusted with the quality of the fields one Saturday making a 
firm decision not to bet on the day but found myself heading to the track, post haste, when storm clouds rolled in! 
 
  



2 - GAMBLING MINDSET…… cont. 

 

In many respects punters learn from history that they learn nothing from history as they fail to disenfranchise themselves from such 
anachronistic traits of appealing to a ‘higher entity’ to favorably intervene on their gambling undertakings. Paradoxically they appeal 
in asymmetric fashion, that the punting gods should lengthen winning streaks and suitably shorten losing ones. The fact of the matter, 
that gambling’s only true god, mathematics and probability hears neither appeal. What is evident is that there will always be a 
mindset of such that luck, and certain external phenomena will have profound effect for many on how they wager. The link has 
endured time and is inexorable. 
 
For punters by far the most telling mindset is the thought process adopted in conditions of risk when enduring losing streaks. We live 
with various forms of risk in our lives on a daily basis. Risk is one of the prime catalysts that drives Western Society and for gamblers 
the ability to identify risk, then quantify and manage it, is critical for survival. There are many instruments of risk management, such 
as stop loss and exit strategies, specifically designed to stop protracted losing streaks from spiraling out of control. Many investors 
who have these tools at their fingertips fail to implement them because of irrational thinking patterns experienced during a loss 
sequence. 
 
This is where the darker side of the equation asserts itself. “One more roll and I’ll recoup my money” becomes a formula for huge 
losses. No one is exempt. It is a common phenomenon that bettors, when losing, have a tendency to bet more and more on longer 
odds in a desperate attempt to redeem previous losses. Remember Nick Leeson, the lone trader ,whose unauthorized trading brought 
about the collapse of Britain’s oldest investment firm Baring’s Bank to it’s knees to the tune of a staggering 850 million pounds in one 
of the most spectacular debacles in modern history. Leesons mindset had unquestionably changed throughout the ordeal to the point 
where the urgency to right a very bad wrong had over ridden any rationality thus engaging him in an extended sequence of unsuitable 
trades. 
 
 
Doing the form on the morning of any raceday we probably all think rationally but if things don’t pan out as expected there seems to 
be a considerable change for many in the thought process. If the first race on the card is a maiden distance event, at around 7/1 the 
field, most punters wouldn’t touch the race with a barge pole. However, if the same race is fixtured last on the card and those same 
punters are all losing $500, they will wager on the race to recoup losses. The fact there would be a host of more suitable races to 
wager on over the next few days doesn’t seem to be a factor for consideration. When we are put in situations that cause us distress 
and discomfort the mind works in such a manner as to want to rectify the situation as soon as possible. It is part of the body’s 
defensive mechanism. In many cases, however, the quick fix corrective measures the mind wants to implement can override rational 
thinking. Hence punters yield to the anxiety of the moment to recoup losses rather than have to wait for more suitable events.  
 
 



2 - GAMBLING MINDSET…… cont. 

The current environment in which punters are involved also has a distinct bearing on thought patterns. Many on winning streaks start to 
believe they are bullet proof, while conversely even skilled analysts will prematurely close up shop if experiencing a’ protracted ‘losing 
run. The probability of success does not change with every incremental step but only the accumulated wealth. There will always be a 
regression to the mean. Streaks of either persuasion will have limitations on how long they last.  
 
Risk is both a quantifiable and predictable commodity. Modern theories in cognitive psychology and neuroscience indicate there are two 
fundamental ways in which human beings comprehend risk. The ‘analytical system’ and the ‘experimental system’ : the former uses such 
tools as calculus, algorithms formal logic and risk assessment whilst the experimental side is largely intuitive, mostly automatic, fast and 
not very accessible to the conscious awareness. The experimental side remains, today, the most natural and common way to respond to 
risk. It relies on images and associations linked by experience to emotion and feelings that tell us whether something is good or bad. 
Proponents of formal risk analysis tend to view this affective response or feeling to risk as irrational. Current wisdom disputes this view. 
Rational decision making requires proper integration of both modes of thought. Both sides of how we deal with risk in our minds have 
their advantages, biases and limitations. It is only now that science is beginning to understand the complex interplay between emotions 
and reason that is essential to rational behavior with the challenge being to be able to think creatively about what this means to 
managing risk. On one hand, how do we apply reason to temper strong emotions created by certain risk events? On the other hand, how 
do we bring feelings into circumstances where lack of experience can leave us ‘too rational?’ A belief is also prevalent that the gamblers 
attitude affects results of a chance event – a pessimistic frame of mind will have a negative bias against the player. 
 
On the basis of research, as such, if punters have strong gut feelings about a horses chances, even when facts and statistics suggest 
otherwise, these feelings should be integrated with rational thinking into the overall decision making process.  
 
Gambling plays on at least two human universals: the urge to get something for nothing and the difficulty of giving up that dream, no 
matter how high the stakes or the odds against it. As bad as many gamblers are with money they are even worse with statistics. Again 
another particular mindset comes into play when rational thinking should dictate otherwise. High risk is linked to high yield in our minds 
but more often than not in the gambling arena the return simply doesn’t justify the risk. Gambling upends the natural correlation 
between high risk and high yield. Losses add up quickly but the gains don’t increase accordingly, though we’re likely to think they do. 
That’s because most punters are notoriously bad odds makers. From a pure mathematical and rational perspective we should never play 
Lotto as  probability decrees we would be better off putting our Lotto outlay in a drawer for a few months and from the proceeds having 
a nice night out on the town. The gambling masses, however, are drawn to games with a high or jackpot type payout, yet an appallingly 
poor probability of return. Offer them a chance of an extremely high probability of regular small returns, but requiring a larger investment 
outlay, you will find that this holds little appeal. The mentality is they find losing one dollar on a hundred single occasions less distasteful 
than losing half that amount in one hit. People seem to be 
 



2 - GAMBLING MINDSET…… cont. 

For most, it would seem we are at our rational peak in the ‘pre game session’ but for many  things go horribly wrong when placed at the 
coalface, particularly in times of adversity, as  lucid thinking is suppressed by presumptions of gods, luck and the paranormal.  
It is peculiar that in our modern society, for most, the notion of witches, water diviners, astrologists, tarot readers, clairvoyant’s and 
others of similar ilk have been met with disdain yet preserves a medieval approach to the laws of chance. With the gambler and punter 
resides the last vestige of codified superstition.   
 
     *  If your selection process is based on sound strategy, do not change selections, bet on unsuitable races or raise the ante based on        
any adverse financial situation  generated by a bad day at the track. If need be re set your wealth strategy for the next meeting. 



3 PROBABILITY / TRUE ODDS 
  

  

If any person, who was going to be a regular participant in the gambling arena, was to ask me what is the most important single 
factor that they needed to learn first and foremost, to achieve ongoing success, the answer would be an unequivocal and 
emphatic answer of a basic understanding of probability.  
 
What is probability?  Probability is a branch of mathematics that deals with patterns of chance. It has applications in fields such 
as Astronomy, Nuclear Physics, Market Research, Social Sciences and, of course, gambling. Probability deals with quantitively 
determining the likelihood that an event will have a particular outcome. It estimates the likelihood that an event, or pattern of 
random events, will occur. It cannot, however predict immediate behavior such as the turn of the next card or the next roll of the 
dice but will estimate over a series of trials how likely a number or series of numbers will appear. 
 
In terms of application in the gambling arena it is virtually impossible to quantify or overstate the importance of understanding 
probability to the gambler. 
 
Probability is measured in values between 0 and 1, where 0 is the impossible ( the sun rising in the west) and 1 is a certainty ( 
night will follow day). The likelihood of any event occurring is given a value somewhere in between 0 and 1. In dice a single die 
has 6 sides, therefore there is a one in six chance of any one number being thrown, i.e. 1/6 or a probability of 0.167. If there are 
two dice, the equation becomes more complicated as the possible outcomes of throwing two dice are 6x6 = 36 and the 
probability of a certain number being thrown ( say 7 ) is calculated as follows: 
Probability = Number of different ways the 7 can be thrown  divided by all possible throws. 
 
Probability is applicable only to Random Events that are not influenced by other factors (this categorizes most casino games,- 
hence the value of probability in this area). Probability could not be calculated for example on whether a sporting fixture would 
be washed out because this depends on an external factor (weather). This would be regarded as a Non Random event. 
 
If a game was proposed where the player took a pack of cards, and cut the deck and removed a card placing it aside face down, 
then recut the deck, removed another card placing it facedown. If both cards are turned over for the player to win this game 
both cards must be Aces!!  This is a betting situation with the player being offered the generous odds of 250 -1 about achieving 
the above feat. The question is, “Is this situation considered to be a good bet at the odds on offer? “Let’s look at the 
mathematics. 
 
 



Probability – cont. 

The chance of drawing an Ace in a full deck is 4 in 52. Once one Ace is removed the chance of drawing a second is 3 in 51. The 
probability of drawing two Aces are calculated as 4/52 x 3/51 = 12/2652 which is the same as 1/221. The player has 1 chance in 221 
of drawing two Aces or 220-1. The odds of 250-1 on offer to achieve this feat is therefore extremely good. Based on these figures if a 
player could play this game full time for a living ( 40hrs/p.w.) and wager only 2.00 per game  his average weekly earnings would be a 
very healthy $3892 !!  For a more practical application we will look at the insurance option offered by casinos in the game of 
blackjack. When the dealer has an ace players have the option of insuring their bet against the dealer drawing a 10. If the player 
takes this option and a 10 is drawn the insurance bet wins. Winning bets are paid out at the odds of 2/1 ( these odds may vary in 
some casinos). 
 
If the player were to invest $10 the next 100 times this would calculate as an outlay of $1000. Exhaustive computer analysis on 
dealers probability in Blackjack has shown the dealer will draw a 10 on average 31 times in every 100 hands thus insurance bets win 
only 31 times in every 100 hands.  This is a return of $620 in every $1000 bet or a net loss of $380. By the application of probability  
we can clearly see this bet is a very poor option for players. This is never to say Blackjack insurance should never be taken but only 
those who are skilled card counters will know when the shoe is in a certain situation and will bet accordingly, as per the count 
situation.   
 
Galileo, the famous astronomer,  once asked why the number 10 appeared more often than 9 when 3 dice were thrown. Probability 
was used to solve this conundrum. There are 216 ways of throwing 3 dice (6x6x6) and there are 27 ways to throw a 10 but only 25 
ways to throw a 9. 
 
To calculate, for example,  the odds of any number appearing 4 times in a row on a roulette wheel we use a mathematical  formula 
called Sequential Probability. Including the zero there are 37 numbers on a standard roulette wheel. The odds of say number 17 
appearing 4 times ,in succession, are calculated as such: 1/37 x 1/37 x 1/37 x 1/37 = 1 in 1,874161 which we can round up to 1 
chance in 1.9 million. 
 
If calculating probability on two or more events you must determine if they are independent or related events. Related events are 
termed in probability terminology as being mutually exclusive. A mutually exclusive event is if event A happens then event B cannot. 
A person may wish to wager, for example, that it will rain next Monday. It either rains next Monday or it doesn’t. Both events cannot 
occur so this event is deemed to be a mutually exclusive event. When calculating probabilities for exclusive events  you add the 
probabilities. An independent example would be where somebody would wager on event A  (it will rain on Monday )and event B 
(their computer would crash on the same day). Event A has no bearing on the possible occurrence of event B. When calculating 
independent probability you multiply events. 



Probability – cont. 

Mutually Exclusive e.g.. To throw either a 1 or a 6 with a single die – 1/6 + 1/6 = 1/3 
 
Independent e.g.. To throw a double 6 with 2 dice – 1/6 x 1/6 = 1/36 or 2.77% 
 
A mathematical term known as Converse Probability covers calculations predicting an event will not occur. To suggest any single 
number  will come up on the roll of a single die is 1/6 or a 16.7% chance of occurring. The odds the same number will not appear is 5/6 
or 83.3% 
Any odds assigned to any event are merely an expression of probability. At this point we need to examine probability in horse racing. 
Unlike the casino environment, where the probability of any game can be precisely calculated, horse racing is different and any 
calculation of any one horses winning probability, or odds, are purely subjective evaluation and are a result of the rating process that is 
applied to a field of runners by any individual. As different analysts place different emphasis on the various aspects of form each 
runners calculated probability can vary considerably. 
 
 Most successful bookmaking operations will have full time form analysts on their staff  who calculate each runners probability of 
winning in every race. The probability of the field will be displayed as odds and will be the bookmakers market on each event. 
Bookmakers will  try to sell you certain odds about each runner that are less than the calculated probability of each runner winning. 
This is the practice that gives bookmakers a long term edge over the average punter. 
 
This brings us to one of the most important aspects of gambling, that is, the ability to able to calculate TRUE ODDS in any gaming 
situation. This is so important that a gamblers longevity is solely dependent on his ability to be able to readily identify the true odds of 
any gaming circumstance. True Odds is merely the product of any probability computation, or in other words, they are the real odds of 
statistical probability. To calculate true odds is relatively easy in the casino, and many other gaming situations, but in horse racing it will 
be solely the product of subjective evaluation. In the casino we simply divide the winning chances by the losing chances and compare 
this figure to the odds being offered. As discussed earlier, including the zero, there are 37 numbers on a standard roulette wheel so the 
true odds are calculated as 36/1, if you are wagering on a single number. The casino, however, only pays out at 35/1 therefore offering 
you a payout figure at less than true odds. This phenomenon creates the strong casino bias, or house edge ,and long term you will 
never win if you are continually paid out on any wagering bet at less than true odds. 
 
Bookmakers operate somewhat similarly in that they calculate  a certain runners correct price to be 3/1 for a particular event, 
however, they will put up a price less than this for punters to take, thus forcing punters to take a price that is less than the calculated 
probability of the horses’ chance. Many punters have a flawed logic that any price is a good price about a winner: this couldn’t be 
further from the truth. The most important aspect of punting is not the amount of winners you back but the price of those winners you 
back. This is the fundamental core of all successful professional punting. 
 



Probability – cont. 

• In most cases, the true odds of any wagering situation can be established by simply dividing the number of winning chances into 
the number of losing chances. If the payout figure is less than the calculated true odds then this will always be a long term losing 
proposition 
 

• Probability is a tool that is chronically underused by the gambling masses. Use it to determine favorable from unfavorable 
wagering situations as often as practical  
 
 

 



Those of us who have been “around the block” a few times will readily identify the quantum leap wagering on racing has made 
over the last few decades. My early recollection, as a school student in Victoria, remembers there was no live broadcasts in TAB’s , 
bets were manually written on carbon paper, bets had to placed a minimum of 30 minutes prior to the designated start time and 
punters couldn’t collect any winnings to the following day. If bets were placed on a Saturday there was no payouts until Monday, as 
Sunday racing was non existent!  Thankfully, we have well and truly moved on since that cumbersome era.  The same era provided 
horse players with only 3 platforms of wagering and one of them was illegal. There was the mainstream TAB’s, which is known as 
the pari – mutuel system, that were operational on and off course, the on course bookmakers and the illegal starting price 
bookmakers, who predominately operated out of hotels and by word of mouth. The advent of Internet and phone betting has 
basically  caused  the demise of the once flourishing S.P. industry. 
 
Contemporary wagering platforms has seen the introduction of two major players as Corporate Bookmakers and Betfair  have 
entered the arena and have forced the pari-mutuel system to radically alter their business model to combat and improve 
competitiveness to snare new players on the block. The advent, and astonishing growth, of the betting exchange Betfair will be 
dealt with as a separate entity in the next module. 
 
TABS’, or the tote system, cannot lose. They work on a fixed percentage take  on every race. For win bets the take is around 14% 
while for the place 14.25% though this may vary slightly in different states throughout the country. There are different take outs for 
each of the exotic type of bets, as well.  If, for instance, there is a $1000 in the win pool on a particular race, the TAB would take a 
$145 leaving $855 to be distributed between the winning punters. In others words, it makes no difference as to which horse, or its 
price, wins the race as the TAB still collects its take out of every pool.  In essence  we are not betting against the TAB establishment 
but against other punters who have invested in the same pool.  The dividends declared on a race do not come from the TAB itself 
but from the remaining funds left in the pool seeded by other punters. 
 
With TAB betting you can never be sure of what you will win until after the race has been run as although approximate dividends 
are displayed these can change significantly in the last few minutes prior to race start. In recent times TAB’s have introduced Fixed 
Odds betting to mirror the corporates and also percentage betting on a number of exotic betting products. The advent of Flexi, or 
percentage betting ,has proved extremely popular with punters. This new advent allows them to operate in an arena that was once 
purely the domain of the professional punter, by outlaying large combinations in bet types like Quadrellas and First Fours, at a 
reduced rate, by opting to take a percentage of the full dividend. In days prior to the Flexi concept a punter who wished to take 5 
runners in each leg of a Quadrella would have had to outlay the full cost of $625 which for most recreational punters is 
unaffordable.  With the Flexi Bet option the cost can be reduced to $62.50 for a 10% share of the full dividend. This certainly has 
had suppressive effect on dividends, especially on Trifectas, but many of the Quadrella and First Four dividends still exhibit 
outstanding value. 



Wagering Platforms – cont. 

On course  bookmakers ,however, unlike the TAB cannot be assured of making a profit on any given race or race day. A bookmakers profit 
in theory is defined once again by percentages in respect to how they set their prices on their boards. On average, bookmakers set their 
boards to make around 15% on every race therefore, in theory, no matter what horse wins the race the bookmakers still makes their 
profit margin.  Percentages are worked out on a bookmakers board by how much money one would have to invest to get a return ( not 
profit) of $100 (or as closest to) on each of the odds available. The total investment for the race is added up and the score in excess of 
100 is the bookmakers profit margin or percentage advantage. 
 
HORSE       PRICE       AMOUNT TO RETURN $100 
1.               7/4                    36 
2.               5/2                    28 
3.               9/2                    18 
4.               7/1                     12   
5.               8/1                     11      
6.               10/1                    9 
 
                                           TOTAL     114      * in this scenario the bookmaker has a 14% advantage over the punter. 
 
It is quite beneficial to the punter to know what percentages bookmakers have their boards set at. At many metropolitan race courses 
these days the market percentage is available on T.V. monitors around the course.  If a bookmakers market is up around 150-160%  it is 
best to wait before placing any wagers as your fancies price is almost sure to increase in these circumstances. 
If, however, the book is hovering around 110-115 % it is highly unlikely you will see any price increase. 
 
Bookmakers are punters too, just like us, and although in an ideal world they would make their 15-16% off every race in reality this at  
many times doesn’t work out.  In a situation when there are plunges on horses or there are vast amounts of money on one horse , 
bookmakers have difficulty laying off to balance their books. Quite often they are left holding excess amounts on one or two horses 
which may result in heavy losses on that particular race. Bookmakers also take sets against certain well fancied runners and will again 
hold excess amounts and gamble that those horses will be beaten. Although most smart bookies will endure the test of time and reap 
rich financial rewards, many bookies have disappeared over the years through not playing the percentages correctly and being cleaned 
out by astute punters. 
 
* A full table of bookmakers percentages is in the appendix section of this course. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Wagering Platforms – cont. 

With the emergence of the Internet came the arrival of the Corporate Bookmaking fraternity. When this arm of wagering appeared it 
seemed a boon for the punting masses of the nation as they offered superior prices and betting products, sign on bonuses and a host of 
ongoing promotional products which was of great benefit to the average punter but, as is the case with most wagering factions, there is 
a downside. The downside is the Corporates will not tolerate any punter who exhibits consistent winning traits. These punters will either 
have their accounts closed without reason or the scale of their bets throttled back to a totally unacceptable level. It is a reprehensible 
practice and begs further urgent regulation to the corporate wagering sector. 
 
As far as the average recreational punter goes this sector, along with Betfair, should be the preferred platform of wagering. Generally, 
the standard win/place prices offered by corporates, for those who wish to bypass the Fixed Odds market, is the best of the 3 
mainstream totes with many ,now due to marketplace competitiveness within the sector, offering best tote plus an extra 5% as they try 
to engage your business. If you live in Victoria, for instance, and the local Super TAB dividend on a winner is $2.70 but on the NSW tote 
is $2.80 and on the Queensland tote $3.10 you are paid at $3.10 which the best of the 3 totes. To this you can add another 5% for the 
Corporates offering Best Tote Plus. You are also offered the best fluctuations by most, which is the top price fluctuation with on course 
bookmakers.  This figure is generally calculated on consensus basis of several of the leading bookmakers. If a runner opens at $2.00 
drifts out to $2.50 and is backed late to start at $1.90 you are paid $2.50, which was the peak price in the on course betting ring. 
 
For those who bet heavier and are skilled enough to have extended winning streaks the best strategy is to have multiple accounts across 
the corporate sector and spread your bets or have friends open accounts purely to facilitate your betting. If you are really skilled the 
inevitable will still probably happen but with such strategies it will certainly delay the process for some time. 
 
 
   * With mainstream win / place betting you are 14% behind the eight ball before you start due to the breakage or takeout. 
    
   *  When betting with on course bookmakers always keep an eye on the market percentages as markets around 110% display the best 
odds. 
 
    *  See what type of products best suit your betting style with the corporate sector. For bigger punters, and those who have a history of 
successful punting, you will need to open multiple accounts to offset corporate closure or restrictive betting policies.     
 
 



In June of 2000, Britons Andrew Black and Edward Wray, launched the London based betting exchange Betfair.  It unquestionably 
struck an immediate chord with the wagering masses who accelerated the  growth rate of the concept to the current status of being 
the world’s largest betting exchange. Betfair currently have in excess of 3 million clients and turn over more than 50 million pounds 
sterling per week. 
 
The concept of Betfair was to allow punters to bet at odds set and requested by other punters and it also offered punters the reverse 
option of  laying runners to lose in a race or sporting event. It was this option that caused great consternation amongst the 
establishment who claimed it opened the door for event fixing.  Betfair counter claimed that in fact it made events more transparent 
and that by monitoring any ‘excessive’ monies placed on a particular party to lose event stewards would be notified prior to the event 
start and would closely scrutinize parties involved. Those days have thankfully settled and it would seem the biggest rumblings 
against the Betfair platform were in fact born out of commercial expediency and not general concern for the industry at hand. 
 
Betfair rightfully claims, that on average, it provides 20% better odds over the traditional bookmaker and pari-mutuel system. Betfair 
makes its profit line by charging commission on winning bets. The standard starting  commission rate is 5% which can be further 
reduced to as low as 1.5 % contingent on client turnover hence the popularity of the product compared to the 14% breakage taken by 
TABs and 10 -18%, on average, taken by bookmakers. Betfair should also be commended as it is one of the few, if not the only 
platform associated with wagering on horses, that educates it’s client base. Admittedly the education is confined to its own product 
but the TAB’s , bookmaking fraternity and generally racing institutions in Australia have nothing to offer in this area. 
 
Another unique feature offered by Betfair is ‘In Play ‘ betting which allows punters to accept odds offered by other punters as the race 
is run. A short priced favourite, for instance, at $2.00 just prior to jumping, and a known leader, may blunder at the start and find 
itself in the second half of the field prompting many punters to deem it has little hope and offer odds as much as 10 or 20 times 
better that was on offer just prior to the commencement of the race. 
 
The advent of Betfair has also spawned quite a large 3rd party software industry which works in conjunction with the Betfair interface 
and facilitates using a variety of the Betfair features. In recent times BOT’s, or unattended betting software, have become very 
popular. This type of software enables the user to place bets at pre defined parameters when not present at their computers. It is 
ideal for the majority of the working class whose work commitments hinders the time needed to place bets. 
 



Betfair– cont. 

Above is the standard Betfair interface window. These were the odds on offer 15min prior to the start of the 2011 Lightning 
Stakes at Flemington. Note also the user has also the option of taking Starting Price with Betfair as opposed to the current 
odds on offer. This is a handy option for those wishing to place bets well before the event and may not be on hand at the time 
of race start.  The ‘in play’ box will turn green when the race begins and the interface will display a new market of those 
offering in running prices. 

Lets look at the odds on Black Caviar in the graphic immediately above, as you can see the odds have changed from 1.40 to 1.38 
as punters heavily support the champion mare, the figure of $2665 below the 1.38 is the amount of money you can get on at 
that price, provided of course you have the necessary funds in your account. You can take the whole  $2665 if you are quick 
enough or any proportion of that amount. The blue column is the back column meaning you are taking those odds for Black 
Caviar to win. You may not be happy with the price of 1.38 and as a result of your own strategy want a minimum price fix of 1.40 
or above, therefore you place an ‘order’ for e.g. of 1.40, this will then appear in the pink or lay columns of the screen. As you can 
see there is possibly a single order or the product of several orders amounting to $5286 waiting to be filled. At the moment the 
best available is 1.39. In other words you are asking someone who possibly thinks Black Caviar will get beaten to give you slightly 
better odds than what is available at the moment, if the 1.40 appears in the pink box then there is $5286 in bets waiting to be 
filled either as a single wager or the product of several wagers.  



Betfair– cont. 

On some fronts Betfair is promoted from the ‘become a  bookmaker’ perspective for the laying side of the product however is 
misleading because true bookmaking is winning a set percentage of the holdings irrespective what horse wins the race. Market 
prices on Betfair laying  are rarely  above 100% which you need to make a guaranteed profit, and on the rare times it fleetingly 
exceeds 100% you would need the appropriate software to capture the moment. 
 
Remember the closer the market percentages are to 100% on both sides of the market presents the likelihood of best price In 
most cases this happens in the last 5 minutes or so prior to the race start. Punters also need to factor in the commission take out 
before ascertaining if the Betfair price is the best around. 
 
Once one becomes familiar with the Betfair interface and the basic product features, they may wish to look at market trading 
phenomenon known as Scalping. Scalping is short term trading and a form of arbitrage betting where the bettor has obtained 
certain market prices that guarantee a win irrespective of who wins the race or sporting event.  A scalping trader looks to make 
an abundance of small profits which over time will accumulate into very tidy sums. Scalping, to a point is reliant on extremely 
active and dynamic markets which are more prevalent in the U.K than Australia but the point is you need not familiarize yourself 
with UK form as winnings are confirmed before the event is even run. Scalping relies on predictive market moving skills and is 
based on the simple premise of backing a runner at one price then laying it at a lower price. This opens up two scenarios giving 
the backer a ‘free bet’ for a guaranteed profit if the runner wins or the option of spreading that guaranteed profit over the whole 
field for a much smaller profit line irrespective of any horse winning. This type of trading is known as ‘Greening Up’. 
 
Scalping is also reliant on market liquidity and requires pools of a certain size. Scalping is primarily for pre race and not ‘in play’ 
markets. The taking of quick small profits from  suitable markets is called ‘ Scratch Trading’  
 
Trading on Betfair almost certainly requires 3rd party software, and is certainly not the domain for Betfair beginners, but it is 
something every Betfair user should look at if they are serious about using this platform for long term profits. Betfair will provide 
newcomers with basic training via email tutorials and generally a mail out book, for those wishing to incorporate 3rd party 
software and educate themselves in advanced trading techniques. Go no further than You Tube which provide a plethora of 
Betfair tutorials ranging from beginners to advanced trading. 



6- GAMBLING SYSTEMS 

Betting systems constitute one of the oldest delusions of gambling history. One only has to look in most sporting publications to find a 
proliferation of systems guaranteeing a pathway to riches, paradoxically for the price of a song, however these systems inevitably 
produce nothing for something. In the real world there is no easy way to assure financial profit from games of chance: if there were the 
rules would be changed! 
It must be remembered  no system has ever beaten any aspect of gambling long term. 
 
A system, in horse racing, would be defined as “where the final output selection is a result of predetermined filters and parameters and 
the user having absolutely no input on selections whatsoever”. Many people become hooked on the quasi logic of some systems. All 
systems will fail long term no matter how ingeniously designed because of extended negative statistical swings, or losing streaks , which 
cause punters to risk monies out of all proportions for moderate returns. Any person with the understanding of the mechanics of 
gambling will immediately be able to pick holes in these systems.  There are currently a number of horseracing software systems 
available at hefty prices with many of these systems based on patterns from past results. Racing systems based on past results offer 
little predictive value when applied to future events. Any data sample, if comprehensively analyzed, will exhibit patterns of regularity. 
For that matter, retrospective analysis of any chance event is an utter waste of time. Racing software based on the above principles 
cannot endure long term success.  
 
A betting system can also be defined as “a variation in the size of a wager as a result of the outcome of previous plays”. Systems can 
generally be categorized into multiplicative, additive or linear systems. Each system is reliant upon wagering a sum of money, 
determined by the outcome of previous plays, thus ignoring the implication of dependency between plays and this is a lack of 
understanding of the Law of Independent Trials. 
Games such as Roulette, Dice, Money Wheels, Keno and Lotto are subject to the Law of Independent Trials. Each spin of the wheel, or 
roll of the dice, is an independent event. Previous events have no influence whatsoever on what will happen next. If red appears 30 
times in succession on a roulette wheel the chances of it appearing again for the 31st time are exactly the same as it was 30 spins ago!. 
If, for instance, the number 28 had not appeared in 21 weeks in Lotto some players have the erroneous reasoning  it is 'due' thinking its 
chances on the 22nd week are enhanced somewhat by the prior run of outs. In fact its chances of coming out are exactly the same as it 
was 21 weeks ago. 
 
This misunderstanding of the Law of Independent Trials leads to one of the most prevalent betting fallacies known as the 'Maturity of 
Chances'. This is where a bettor will wager on the nth trial of a sequence only if the preceding events have produced a result opposite to 
the outcome the bettor desires now. 
e.g.  A player will monitor a roulette wheel and await a sequence of nine winning reds before betting on black believing black’s chances 
have been greatly enhanced by the previous run of reds. 



Gambling Systems– cont. 

This is to assign a memory to a phenomenon that exhibits no correlation between events. Roulette wheels, dice or  Lotto  have no 
'memory'. It is laughable to watch people record previous outcomes of roulette spins and Lotto numbers as these people have no 
understanding of the mechanics of gambling. In games that are subject to the Law of Independent Trials (whether something will or 
will not happen) results are not enhanced in anyway by previous events. 
 
The casino game of Blackjack is not subject to the Law of Independent Trials. It is a series of dependent events. As cards are dealt from 
the shoe a bias is created with the players chances of winning largely dependent on the remaining content of the undealt cards in the 
shoe. For example, if there has been a proliferation of small cards come out in the first half of the shoe this would mean the remaining 
content of the shoe would be rich in high cards, which would be very favorable for the player.  It can be seen that previous events ( 
cards dealt) in Blackjack, unlike Roulette, have an influence on future happenings. Blackjack where the game is dealt from a traditional 
shoe and not automatic shuffling machines is the only casino game that can be beaten and then only by persons skilled in card tracking 
and counting techniques. Roulette is a casino game that for inexplicable reasons has spawned more systems than any other casino 
game. The mathematical expectation associated with roulette is always negative and the game is always unfavourable for players. 
There have been occasions when teams have monitored wheels over thousands of spins and due to a manufacturing fault or long term 
use the wheel has exhibited a bias and the ball has landed in a certain sector of the wheel more than any other. This has enabled 
players ‘in the know’ to cash in for  a period, however, if a  roulette wheel in any casino consistently loses money it would be checked 
for any bias and duly replaced.  
 
Most systems are inherently flawed from a mathematical perspective and in most cases in the casino environment are inhibited by 
house betting limitations. These types of systems are engineered to increase bet size whilst experiencing a negative statistical swing,or 
losing streak, to retrieve previous lost bets. One of the oldest systems is the ‘Martingale System’ which works along the 
aforementioned lines doubling up amounts bet until a win occurs. If the initial bet was $5 followed by a string of losses by the tenth 
bet the player would have to wager $2560 to retrieve all previous losses and show a $5 profit. After 14 losing bets the player would 
have to wager $81,920 to recoup and win $5 !  Other popular systems are the Labouchere, the Reverse Labouchere and the 
d’Alembert: all are similarly flawed as per the Martingale. 
 
Many punters in their pursuit of the gambling dollar like to implement the use of staking systems which are fine to a point but again 
cannot endure extended losing patterns.  Staking systems are in essence a money management tool and no staking system can change 
the fundamental percentage returns on any game of chance. 
 
 
        
 
 
 



7- FORM DATA / INTERPRETATION 

The modern day punter, by comparison to their counterparts of years gone by, has never had it so good. The information pool of 
yesteryear  is truly scant in contrast to the  vast amount of information contemporary punters can access at the moment. My 
memories of available racing information a number of decades ago amounted to little more than several short form paper print 
guides and an early morning radio panel show which basically afforded race selections from those involved and not much else. The 
punter of the modern era has access to race and trial replays, sectional and par times, form guide databases , pre race parade ring 
reports, betting fluctuations right up to the jump, full time race analysts assessment of all races , jockey and trainer strike rates, race 
maps showing predicted in running positions, a host of racing software for ratings, wagering strategies, staking plans, unattended 
betting and just about everything else that facilitates wagering in racing.  So the question begs: “Is backing winners in the modern 
era any  easier than it was in that period of minimalistic data ?”. 
 
I would say the answer to this is very much in the affirmative. With so many tools at the disposal  of the modern punter, one 
couldn’t contemplate the overall ability to isolate winners going anywhere but North.  To a degree however, today’s punter may 
suffer from their own success, as the obvious by product of more people backing more winners, is the suppression of value in terms 
of returns.  Most good media judges land on the same horse, thus creating a stronger inducement for the rank and file masses to 
wager on the selection, hence the smaller returns on strong media pointers. 
 
By a long way, the most powerful tool that the punter can have in terms comprehensive information is a horse racing database. 
Commercial databases are not cheap and are generally the instruments of the professional and serious punters with high turnovers. 
Many punters have created their own databases over the years using Microsoft applications, such as Excel and Access, but this path 
requires a fair degree of work to keep the relevant databases regularly updated.  Databases basically have 3 view windows as shown 
in the 3 graphics on the next pages. The first view is the raceday field which allows the user any horses complete racing history as 
shown in the second graphic. The user can then drill further down to bring up all details of any race that has been contested in the 
final graphic. The graphics shown are that of  the Southcoast data base which is probably the best of the few commercially available 
databases. 
 
Databases, primarily due to the cost factor, mightn’t be everybody's cup of tea. As one colleague once pointed out, “What’s the use 
of looking back at what an animal did several preparations ago the key is how the horse is going at the moment” and that, I must 
admit, is a fairly valid point. Databases are invaluable from another perspective however, in isolating detectable form patterns. On 
Melbourne Cup day  2009 I had a substantial win off  Le Bon Jeune at 20/1 at Ascot. By studying the geldings history discovered the 
gelding had never been beaten when racing 4th run back from a spell and today it was racing 4th run back .This information could 
only be gleaned from a database that covered the animals entire racing history. 



Form Data / Interpretation– cont. 

 Southcoast Database - top graphic is race field – lower graphic is horse career history 



Form Data / Interpretation– cont. 

Race details of Weekend Hussler’s last start win in the Oakleigh Plate  

 The Southcoast database has a great deal of more data available than what is shown in these compressed graphics as users can also set 
extra data on another two view pages and drag columns into order of choice. There a numerous free  form guides on the Internet but only 
databases allow you to peruse entire form history and drill down into individual race detail. Most databases also have filtering and 
interrogation tools enabling the user to isolate runs on specific types of going, at specific tracks, at various class levels and within defined 
finishing margins. Users can usually pre determine their own filter requirements and set the database to order. Databases enable users to 
identify patterns in horse’s careers such as runs per preparation, average runs required to meet winning form and the likelihood of horses 
holding that form. These are just a few of a host of associated features available with this tool.  Apart from raw form there are race maps, 
sectionals and par times available for form consideration which we will touch on in a little more detail in the ensuing chapters. 
 
Most keen form students, basically draw on information from the same pool, yet in many races with large fields that are evenly graded, it 
is not out of the ordinary to find six full time form analysts to have selected 6 different selections for the same race. Although they are 
drawing from the same form pool, they process and interpret each piece of data differently, thus creating a pecking order for different 
packages of information. Some will promote weight as having more substance than time as a key form factor while some will have race 
maps rated over jockey / trainer combinations and so on. It is interesting how individuals interpret data and raises the question of what is 
the minimal amount of data required to make a truly informed decision on any matter? 
 
 



Form Data / Interpretation– cont. 

Does any highway of data provide an expressway to winners or is the sheer volume of information causing punters traffic jams? A 
recent addition to racing’s vernacular is ‘Analysis Paralysis’ where racing has thrown up so many form considerations that in many 
cases confusion, not clarity, comes to the fore. 
 
One of the more interesting articles I’ve read in recent times is a 1999 case study by the United States Central Intelligence Agency 
on the amount of information required to make informed judgments and the accuracy of those judgments. The field of horse racing 
was used in an interesting experiment and the results generated by the experiment were surprising ,to say the least.  
 
The CIA had assembled eight experienced form analysts. Each analyst was given a list of 88 form factors consisting of standard 
racing data, weight, career averages, recent form, jockey/trainer records  to mention a few. Each analyst was asked to identify what 
they considered to be the five most important items of information they would each use to make a selection if they were limited to 
only five items out of the initial list. Once a selection was arrived at each analyst was asked to repeat the procedure, but this time 
using 10 items of data from the original list and then again, based on data examination, arrive at a selection. This process was 
repeated twice  using 20 and 40 items of data to help the analysts arrive at a final selection. 
 
At this point analysts were given true past race data but presented in such a manner that the actual horses and races could not be 
identified for 40 races. The analysts were asked to rank the top 5 horses in each race in order of expected finish. Again each analyst 
was given data to make the ranking assessments in increments of 5, 10, 20 and 40 factors and each analyst would decide which 
data they thought was most helpful at each increment level. Thus, each participant predicted the outcome of each race four times 
as each time the selection process was based on different levels of data used to select the outcome. Once all the selections had 
been finalized each analyst was asked to assign a numerical value from 0 to 100 percent to indicate their degree of confidence in 
the accuracy of the predictions.   
 
When each analyst’s predictions were compared with the actual race outcomes of the 40 races it was clear the average accuracy of 
the predictions remained the same regardless of how much information was processed. Three of the analysts actually showed less 
accuracy as the volume of available data increased, two improved their accuracy and three were unchanged. All, however, 
expressed steadily increasing confidence in their judgments when working with increased data thus establishing there was a 
relationship between confidence and volume of data. With only 5 items of data the analyst’s confidence was well calibrated but all 
became over confident with additional data to work with. The above experiment was also replicated in other fields with similar 
results. 



Form Data / Interpretation– cont. 

The CIA research into this area produced the following key findings: 
  
Once an experienced analyst has the minimum information necessary to make an informed judgment obtaining additional 
information generally does not improve the accuracy of his or her estimates. Additional information does, however, lead the 
analyst to become more confident in the judgment, to the point of over confidence. 
Experienced analysts have an imperfect understanding of what information they actually use in making judgments. They are 
unaware of the extent to which their judgments are determined by a few dominant factors rather than the integration of all 
available information. Analysts actually use much less information than they think they do. 
There are situations where additional data does contribute to more accurate analysis however there are also circumstances in 
which additional information, particularly contradictory information, decreases rather than increases an analyst’s confidence. 
 
Needless to say there are numerous more findings from this study but I have only listed the above 3 points because of their 
relevance in the racing arena. It is a fascinating study, which I have read several times, and I believe the findings generated are 
very much on the mark. In retrospect, most of my winning best bets are the one’s that ‘jump out’ at you when you first look at the 
fields: they are normally not the product of hours of study of race data. I’m sure many punters will be in agreement with this fact. 
This certainly adds credence to the second point of the key findings. There is probably a rapid subconscious appraisal of those few 
key points and if the boxes are ticked the selection stands out. Further detailed examination of the race will, as the study suggests, 
affect the degree of confidence one way or the other. 
 
If we think about it, there really are only 4 boxes that need to be ticked for any horse to be rated a genuine winning chance. (1) 
Ability – Does the horse have the class to rival or beat its opponents ? (2) Distance – Is the horse proven over the distance ? (3) 
Conditions – Is the horse adept on the surface condition it is to race on ?  and (4) Fitness – Is the animal fit enough to perform at 
its optimum level? If these 4 boxes are ticked the selection is a genuine winning chance. All other factors will merely contribute to 
the make up of the market. If in a 10 horse race 7 runners have all the boxes ticked in all probability it will be an open affair. If only 
one horse fits the criteria there is every chance it will run favourite. Other factors such as barriers, jockeys, trainers and career 
percentages will all have some sort of tweaking effect on the market. 
 
It would appear based on research that perhaps our decision making process in racing is completed on many occasions without 
our realization and the bulk of the thought processing time is really consumed feeding the confidence machine with superfluous 
data. 
  



8- FORM ANALYSIS 

The first and foremost consideration for any form analysis is the source of the form we are going interrogate .  Although a database may 
be the premier form tool for the recreational punter who turns over $10 and $20 bets of a weekend the product cost doesn’t warrant 
the outlay in relation to betting turnover. There are numerous free form sources on the web and many through commercial 
competitiveness are quite good providing enough data and information to provide the user with the ability to draw satisfactory selection 
conclusions. Others that offer even more in terms of added features usually are accompanied by some type of subscription fee. A 
website, which provides good navigation for both free and subscription services in many aspects of racing can be found at - 
 www. trackdata.com.au   
 
Whatever product is settled upon a very important aspect to be considered is the layout of the guide you are using. Some screens, 
although laden with data, are just a conglomeration of numbers and quite difficult to read. This can become compounded over periods 
of extended form study and can become quite taxing which could result in the user missing certain required elements on a race. Some 
subscription form  packages allow the user to drag columns of information  into the order of the user choice, thus becoming very helpful 
in constructing a less taxing viewing page. Bear this in mind when contemplating any purchase. Analysts are better off conducting a 
comprehensive study of three races than a half baked study of six races. Tiredness, for what ever reason, can drag us into this half baked 
territory so afford the time frame to form study when you are alert and fresh of mind. It is also important, when doing early interstate 
form, you have an idea of the projected track rating. There is nothing worse than spending several hours doing the form for a good track 
to find, come race morning, the track is rated slow or worse. 
 
For most serious form students the process of analysis starts when the final acceptances for any meeting become available. Nowadays, 
for Saturday meetings, this is usually on Wednesday afternoons.  Analysts usually start by perusing fields across the nation to isolate 
suitable races in which they believe they can possibly win money. For any long term aspirations this is quite critical as too many punters 
are involved in wagering consistently on unfavourable events. In racing there are races and there are money making races  and only 
when punters learn to differentiate between the two will they place themselves in a favorable situation to start making racing pay.  
 
Undoubtedly , there will be diverse opinions on what are favorable races to bet on. Personally, I prefer to wager on events at 1600m and 
under as  it is a statistical fact that as race distances increase past this mark form consistency tapers. Preference is also given to races in 
which the majority of  runners form is fully exposed. In such races we are better placed to make informed judgments on whether any 
runner will have class, distance, affected going and any other form consideration issues.  It is best to try to isolate races where it is 
perceived there are only a few genuine winning chances and structure your wagering around these chances. 



Form Analysis– cont. 

Experience is one of life’s great learning tools. For those wishing to fast track to success in their desired field text books and classrooms 
will take them to a point but the real movement and momentum in most cases will not happen until the individual transcends the 
theory stage and engages in the practical side of their chosen craft. Paradoxically, it is those who have encountered numerous small 
failings along the way who are the most likely to find success at a more accelerated rate than others. For the fledgling punter the road 
to financial viability in horse racing is a veritable minefield, very much like a game of snakes and ladders, except in this game the 
ladders are at the very end of the street and to arrive there we need to navigate our way past an abundance of snakes, whose attack is 
invariably aimed at the hip pocket. Those who have encountered many of these slippery slides back to square one are the ones most 
likely to get to the streets end as these failings and setbacks should act as powerful identification tools in avoiding  negative 
experiences. 
 
The punt is a game that has generated many so called golden rules and maxims, but many of these have been generational hand 
downs, and in a game where the landscape has changed considerably over the last few decades many of these rules may not carry the 
same weight they did many years ago.  We will now look at numerous punting pitfalls and misconceptions that may confront the 
inexperienced player in a question and answer format. 
 
SCENARIO ONE 
“ A horse I have been following is in today but has  never raced over 1400m. By the way it has steamed home over 1200m,at its last two 
starts ,it is screaming out for this distance. I’ll be loading up over the extra journey” 
 
This is one of the most common mistakes made by many inexperienced  form students. The assumption is that horses finishing on 
strongly over a certain distance will automatically get the longer distance.  Many horses do not have the early tactical speed to be able 
to take up a forward position and are ridden a lot more quietly in the first sectional of a race thus having more in their energy reserves 
at the end of a race than horses that burn early fuel to race forward. This enables many of these backmarkers to finish their races off 
strongly. Many punters misconstrue this as some sort of indication that the animal requires or is “screaming out” for extra ground. This, 
in many cases, is untrue as what we are witnessing here is merely the horses racing pattern. Whether a horse can run a certain distance 
or not is largely governed by genetics and in many cases the race tempo of the race on the day. It would be more than reasonable to 
expect a horse sired by Zabeel, who finished hard over 1400m, to be indeed  looking for more ground. Punters need to be wary of horses 
bred along sprinting lines that finish hard in sprint races and are starting to push up into a middle distance range. There is a real danger 
here  the horse may not be able to perform over the extra ground. Remember: all horses have distance limitations and punters should 
never have a substantial wager on any horse  unproven over the distance. 
 
 
 
 



Form Analysis– cont. 

SCENARIO TWO 

“I was going to have a bet in the 1800m event today but my fancy is racing first up and  no way will I be backing anything first up over 

1800m” 

This is a prime example of what I alluded to in early paragraphs  where I mentioned racing’s changing landscape. When I first starting 

punting on a serious level, back in the early seventies, backing a horse first up over 1600m and beyond was a definite “no”. Training 

regimes were fairly regimented back then and most middle distance and staying gallopers followed the traditional path of starting their 

preparations in sprints as they worked toward their respective distance range. Over the years, though, training structures in the Southern 

Hemisphere have slowly aligned themselves with that of the Northern Hemisphere where it is commonplace to see horses race first up after 

long breaks in distance races, start short priced favourites and win. In 1999 King Of Saxony won the 3200m Perth Cup first up after a 251 

day spell beating Rogan Josh who won the Melbourne Cup later that year. Pantani won the 3200m Duke of Norfolk Stakes at Flemington 

off a 133 day spell and later won a 3000m race at Sandown off an incredible 464 day spell. Many punters, however, are still loathe to back 

horses in anything first up outside of sprint parameters. The point is if a horse is trained to win a race first up then irrespective of the 

distance if it has the class it can win. Generally speaking, the market still remains the best barometer to any horse’s chances regardless of 

distance and days break between runs. In today’s racing punters should certainly not be deterred by horses racing first up over a middle 

distance. 

 

SCENARIO THREE 

“Wow, I see my fancy ran second to the champion Black Caviar last start. She’s not a starter in this race today so my horse should brain 

them” 

This is a widespread mistake made by many form analysts whereby the act of running second to a champion seems to inflate the prospects 

of any runner more than if it had won the race and the champion had been taken out at the barrier. It is basically a mindset problem where 

the deeds of the champion seemingly take precedence in the mind and over shadow the actual form of the selection in question. This 

generally leads to over confidence which subsequently leads to over betting the animal. The best way for punters to offset this kind of 

thought is to forget who finished in front of your selection and pay more attention to the quality of animals it beat home itself.  

 

SCENARIO FOUR 

“I picked out a couple for today but, unfortunately ,they’ve all drawn outside barriers so I’ll probably stay out” 

 

 Far too many punters surmise that wide barriers are an automatic hindrance to their preference in a race. This is not necessarily true as 

there are numerous factors that should be considered before any definitive statements can be made on barrier draws. In some cases it is 

better to be drawn wide than near the rails. This quite often comes into play on rain affected tracks where normally the better going is 

toward the outside of the track and also on days where there is a noted detectable negative bias for horses racing against the running rail.  

 

 



Form Analysis– cont. 

When dealing with barriers the first factor the punter needs to ascertain is where his horse is likely to end up in the run. If the horse is a 
backmarker then the draw is really of little consequence as he going to drop straight back to the rear. If the horse has an abundance of 
early speed then again whether they have drawn inside or outside is not going to be a major factor as their early turn of foot will 
guarantee they’ll end up in the first two or three. The remaining group is the group of concern, that is, horses that neither go forward nor 
drop out as these are the horses that are most likely to be caught wide. If your animal falls into this category you need to examine the 
speed and racing pattern of those drawn inside of the horse. This is where good speed maps can be very helpful.  Even if it is established 
that your fancy may race wide, it may not be overly detrimental, depending on the layout of the course. At the Caulfield 1200m course for 
example, horses regularly race wide and win because there is a long run to the first turn, which is the home turn, and that is the only 
corner that runners negotiate. Punters should not be put off by wide barriers but instead need to examine the points raised here in detail. 
 
SCENARIO FIVE 
“ I’ve just noticed in the stewards report, that my selection for this race was held up for clear running from the home turn till inside the final 
200m at its last start and it sounds like it was pretty unlucky, and perhaps could have or should have won” 
  
This is a common conclusion that many punters are drawn into, when reading reports of this nature. Although many future winners are 
sourced from the stewards wrap of a meeting in many cases the reports alone are somewhat inconclusive and do not portray an accurate 
account of whether events mentioned were truly detrimental to any horses winning chance. Certainly, a horse may have been blocked for 
clear running from the home turn until well into the straight, however, what the steward’s report will not tell you is that when the opening 
finally presented itself the horse in question never had the ability to take the run and win. One of the best tools the punter can have is to 
watch race replays. Steward’s reports should be used to highlight certain runners and then these runs need to be watched several times via 
the replays to get a true perspective on any situation. Punters need to very wary about drawing erroneous conclusions from steward’s 
reports alone. 
 
SCENARIO SIX 
“ I saw a horse win brilliantly first up so on the strength of that run loaded up on him at his next start Unfortunately he performed well 
below par. I should have known better about horses failing second up” 
 
It would seem that the notion about horses performing poorly second up from a spell is about as old as the game itself. It is generally 
applicable to horses that win or perform well first up then inexplicably fail at their second run in. This failure is more often than not 
attributed to ‘ The Second Up Syndrome’ It is probably, in the broad sense, one of racing’s biggest furphies, although it does hold a strong 
degree of credibility in one area.  
 
 



Form Analysis– cont. 

When staying or middle distance gallopers perform well  returning from spells, particularly over sprint distances, that performance is 
generally much more taxing than their specialized sprinting counterparts, resulting in a flat performance at their second run in. This type 
of occurrence is commonplace and was highlighted recently when top class middle distance performer  Maldivian sprinted very well to 
run second over 1200m at Moonee Valley first up, then flopped badly next start when favourite in the 1400m C.F.Orr stakes at Caulfield 
when favourite. Punters need to be very wary about horses falling into this category: conversely, if a sprinter fails second up, within its 
optimum distance range, there could be a myriad of reasons why it failed and one of them is certainly not that it was racing second up! 
 
SCENARIO SEVEN 
“In the race containing my star bet there are numerous scratching's leaving only 5 runners He should be a moral in this small field” 
 
Ever noticed how many times an outsider seems to prevail in small fields?  This occurrence is even more prevalent in small fields over 
sprint distances; there is a very sound reason why this happens. It has to do with how the first sectional of the race is run. In average 
and large fields the first sectional of the race is generally truly run as this is generated by inside horses being pushed early to hold 
prominent positions from many horses drawn wide who are  ridden forward also looking to race prominent. In small fields, the horses 
quickly slot into positions, which on many occasions results in a slow first sectional, which generally contributes to the overall time 
being slow. Relative speeds are what separate class performers from average performers. If the overall race time is slow then really, any 
runner in the race can win if the breaks go their way. Punters need again to be very wary about taking short odds in small fields, 
particularly in sprint races.  
 
SCENARIO EIGHT 
 “ A friend of mine has received a tip from one of his work colleagues who knows the trainer of a runner in this weekend. It all sounds 
good I’ll be having a substantial wager on that information” 
 
Honestly, in my punting lifetime I must have had a million tips all, of course, from impeccable sources. The number of winners they have 
produced could be counted on one hand. Firstly, in many of these cases there is the snowball effect to contend with where  the trainer 
may have merely stated that his animal is fit and should be very competitive however as this information travels by word of mouth, at a 
further destination point it generally ends up as the trainer saying ‘ put your house on it’ The other factor of consideration is even if you 
obtain strong information first hand, there is probably another five trainers in the race equally as confident and sourcing out similar 
information to friends and clients. Generally recipients of such information tend to over bet in these situations because they think they 
are privy to special information. These days I tend to take on board more the negative stable information, such as a horse is off his feed 
or has gone poorly at track work, rather than how well they think he is going to go. For the average punter on the street, the best advice 
I can give is forget the coat pullers and work on improving your own analysis. 
 
 
 
 



SCENARIO NINE 

“I heard one of the media tipsters give one out this morning, but when I looked at the guide its form read 0887 for its last 4 runs I don’t 
think I’ll be backing one with figures like that” 
This is another common mistake that I attribute to quite a significant band of the punting fraternity I term ‘form glancers’ it is a 
comment born out of little or no real form analysis. Form Glancers are those punters who just can’t seem to get past the first page of a 
form guide and only look at the figures and tips on page one which encompasses the whole meeting. A number of years ago I backed a 
West Australian horse named Lady Belvedere in the 2002 Group 1 Newmarket Hcp at Flemington. It was a 33/1 chance, I backed it each 
way and on the line it was only beaten ¾’s of a length, so your thinking I had a nice place collect at those odds, you are wrong, the horse 
ran 8th!  It ran a cracking race but no cigar. The race was won by Rubitano and there were less than 2 lengths between the first 10 
horses. Punters need to ignore finishing position numbers and pay more credence to beaten margins and race class. I’ll back a horse any 
day with 0887 form that was in group company and each occasion the margin was under 3 lengths, opposed to any animal that had 3 
wins beside its name, but all in restricted company. 
 
SCENARIO TEN 
“ One really stood out when I first saw the acceptances early in the week but now the final fields are out I’ve studied the race for nearly 2 
hours I have come up with a host more chances” 
 
Just as many punters pay the price for not paying enough attention to form detail, at the other end of the spectrum, over analysis of any 
race can be equally detrimental. In my time I’ve generally found that horses that ‘jump out’ at you at first look are the ones most likely 
to wager on in the long term. When punters examine a race for more than an hour and still cannot isolate a selection clearly this is going 
to be a poor betting vehicle. This is a race laden with too much risk. Punters, who start sifting through data for hours on end, looking for 
patterns, will eventually find them, as any data sample if sufficiently analyzed, can be shown to exhibit patterns of regularity. The value 
of these not so salient patterns for the most is highly questionable however. The advice I offer in this area is yes, certainly be thorough 
with your analysis but if the issue is no clearer after the best part of an hour then move on as the race is likely to be a poor punting 
proposition. Don’t spend long periods searching for something that is probably not there and even if it was, its value in the overall 
picture is probably negligible. 
 
For punters who wish to do their form for each race fairly comprehensively there are 20 aspects of form that need to be taken into 
consideration. Most analysts will peruse the same factors, but as touched upon previously, many will emerge with different selections. 
This is a product of the different values placed on the various aspects of form. Punters must devise their own pecking order for form 
aspects, if over a period of time, losing is still  to the fore there will be an urgency to re address that pecking order and the whole modus 
operandi of the analysis process. 
 
Another  important , yet very underserviced, area  of form analysis is the area of post  mortem. Punters should always sit down after a 
meeting and re examine the form of each winner to see if they have missed any single or number of factors that could have enabled 
them to back the winner. This process may also highlight any deficient areas in the form analysis procedure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



9- FACTORS THAT MATTER 

The following  is a list that I personally regard as primary form factors which I believe and carry more importance in the analysis process 
than other factors. Again, these are just personal preference. 
 
1. FITNESS  - it doesn’t matter what else you want to factor in to the equation this must  remain the single most important factor as to 

whether a race horse can produce a winning performance. Irrespective of how good a horse is if they a not fit on race days then they 
become a major liability. Class gallopers, who are competing against less accomplished fields can to a point overcome the fitness 
issue and win a race on class alone but the key factor here is that they are normally not far off peak on these occasions  and can give 
away a small percentage fitness wise to lesser performed animals. Racing against their own class, however, will see, on most 
occasions, that percentage shortfall being a primary factor in non winning performances. Fitness can be generally gauged by the 
number of runs into a preparation and the days between runs. These factors need to be matched against the animals historical data 
to see how close the same scenario is in relation to peak performances. When racing first up, it is a big plus to be able to see a horse 
parade prior to the race and assess  how much condition the animal may be carrying as well as factor in any trials. 
 

2. CONSISTENCY -  when we decide to back a horse we expect it to perform to an expected level based on our form analysis and when 
these animals regularly fail to reach to reach that level our cash resources take a dive. Over time it is this inconsistency that will send 
punters to the wall. As punters we need to disassociate ourselves from horses with poor win strike rates and look for horses with 
narrow performance bands and winning ways. By narrow performance band I mean if we plot a graph for the required level for a 
horse to win any particular race, then the performance of the horse should be very close to the median level of that graph. Having 
said this, there will always be horses that perform consistently by running places but seldom win. In this scenario, again we need to 
distance ourselves from these non winners. These type of animals are always in the market due to a string of current placing's  seem 
to consistently find one or two better on the day. Long term, although consistent, these horse’s are poor betting vehicles. Winning 
strike rates should hold a high priority when assessing what we will be wagering on. 
 

3. ON PACE RUNNERS – horses that possess enough early tactical speed to take up a forward position in their races have a marked 
advantage over those runners who are going to settle in the second half of the field. It is a statistical fact that most winners come 
from those runners who take up these forward positions, and this should be a clear indication of where astute punters need to look 
when doing form analysis. Backmarkers, especially in big fields, always have to navigate a clear passage past tiring horses in front 
and, if there are quality horses in front who have been able to get a way with a few cheap or slow sectionals, it is impossible from a 
times perspective for these runners coming from behind to run a fast enough closing sectional to win the race. Predominately, 
backmarkers are the media Black Bookers because they are always running on strongly prompting a ‘get on me next time’ mentality 
and because of this are generally over bet in the market place. 
 
 
 
 



Factors That Matter– cont. 

4-  RACE SELECTION -  this is paramount to any long term success model. As we touched upon earlier it is vitally important that the 
punter have the ability to identify money making races as opposed to unfavourable betting races. These, ideally, will have fully exposed 
form of all runners thus facilitating the analysis process and, at the end of that process, will disclose not more than 3 genuine winning 
chances. The punter then, contingent on available markets, should be able to structure a wagering strategy that will profit on this and 
future similar scenarios. 
 
The graphic below is a perfect illustration of the type of race punters should not be wagering on. It is a big field and boasts an overall 
very poor form line. There is not one last start winner and only two placed runners at their last start ( the form reads left to right) The 
top weight, Man Of Joy, has a good winning strike rate of 30% but when we look closer at its form we unearth all its wins were at the 
picnic venue of King Island who holds only 7 meetings per annum. Its 7 wins at this venue amount to a lowly $15k in career prize 
money.  The venue of the graphic race is at Kyneton which represents a significant step up in class, even against this poor field to what 
he has been racing against. 
 
                                                                                                                   T       This race and similar are lotteries and should be clearly  avoided.                               
                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                     



Factors That Matter– cont. 

5-  SPEED / RACE MAPS -  I have earlier expressed my preference for predominately wagering in events only up to 1600m in distance due to 
the tapering of form consistency past this distance. I use 1600m as the cut off point for the incorporation of speed assessment into the 
form process. The all too often muddling tempo of middle distance and staying races acts as a hindrance to speed assessments.  A horse 
race is like any other race: it is a contest of speed and to be  able to appraise the relevant speed capabilities and  limitations of horses is a 
very powerful form component.  This is dealt with in detail in the next chapter. The use of speed maps in form analysis is critical and maps 
should be incorporated at every form sitting. Speed maps provide the predicted in running positions of all runners after settling from 
barrier release. Good speed maps should also provide the assessed overall race tempo or what speed the race will be run at. It is invaluable 
from a form perspective to know where your runner will be placed in the run and the tempo at which the race will be run at.  
 
Leaders and on pace runners have a marked advantaged in even and slow run races whereas backmarkers generally need a fast run race 
not to be disadvantaged. I prefer to say that backmarkers are not disadvantaged in this fast run scenario rather than they are advantaged. I 
truly believe that horses with this running style are never truly advantaged, whatever the tempo, although in races where riders get 
involved in an up front speed duel the chances of those coming from the rear are increased by a fair degree.   
 
Below is an illustration of a typical speed map. Each runner is matched against the assessed race tempo and those who are either 
advantaged or disadvantaged  are color coded accordingly. A list of other available race maps is available at www.trackdata.com.au 

The above race was a 1800m event at Ascot in 2010 and the winner was in fact Lobbyist who was highlighted as the only 
runner advantaged by the assessed tempo and running style. 



Factors That Matter– cont. 

 
6 - VIDEO REPLAYS/ STEWARDS REPORTS- 
 
Each has certain degrees of merit but a marriage of the two will give us almost the complete picture. Serious punters should always 
read the meetings steward’s report as more often than not a wealth of important information is contained within. Sub standard 
performances and defeats by certain animals may be fully justified on examination of these reports. Steward’s reports per se can at 
times be somewhat misleading as we may read, for instance that a horse was held up or impeded for a run between the 400m and 
150m mark. What the report will not tell you is that when the run finally presented itself the horse in question lacked the 
acceleration or ability to benefit from the opening. This, however, will be clearly evident to those with access to video race replays. 
Skilled operators will derive greater benefits from replays than those with an untrained eye. Much has been written about horse’s 
pre race and mounting yard body language but those well versed in matters of horse flesh will also be able to read horses racing 
language via replays and glean much more information than those who cannot. Replays should be watched at least 4 times to 
ensure no vital aspects are missed. 
 
7 –TRACKWORK. Somewhere along the way this seems to have lost its place in the pecking order of racing importance. Historically, 
how a horse works in the days leading up to its race start has usually been a reliable barometer and indicative of how it will 
perform on actual race day. Understanding times in relation to distances worked is very important. Once freely available in most 
form guides these days times and reports have gone by the wayside, strangely as though the importance of this racing aspect has 
diminished. Learn the times and seek out reports as this facet of racing is still very important and most helpful in final bet selection 
 
Many may question the omission of weights as a primary form consideration but I consider the whole issue of weights to be the 
most overrated component of form, particularly in the compressed weight structure of contemporary racing. This issue is dealt 
with some depth in the article ‘The Myth Of Weights’ in the appendices at the end of the course. 
 
 
 



10 – PAR TIMES 

The realm of racehorse speed, and comprehension of associated data in this realm, is an extremely powerful tool for any form 
analyst. The most important attribute any racehorse can have is speed. A horse race is like any other race and, if we ignore the 
implication of bad luck, it is relative course speeds that will determine the final  placings.  Slow conveyances do not win races. If we 
are able to correctly assess each race runners speed capabilities and limitations we are tantalizingly close to making each race 
assessed pay for us. 
 
Race data for speed is readily accessible in 2 areas: (1) Overall race time and (2) Race sectional times. I personally rate overall times, 
and what they can provide, as far superior data than sectional times. Of all the data that is available to punters sectional times must 
represent the most enigmatic. Most punters I know are at a loss on how to use them in the predictive sense  and I am yet to see 
anything definitive that would warrant them as an indispensable commodity. Per se they are no guide for unearthing future winners. 
At the 2007 Autumn carnival at Caulfield I examined the 36 races run over the 4 days. Of the 36 races run only 12 were won by 
horses that reeled off the fastest closing sectionals. Over this period there were 17 horses that provided the quickest sectional in a 
race that re raced during the carnival for only 5 winners. I know  this is a limited data sample but it is an area  I have paid close 
attention to over a number of years. These statistics are fairly indicative of the bigger picture. More often than not the best 
sectionals of a race are returned by non winners who are  generally backmarkers making late ground 
 
It is nice to know a horse can close out races regularly in sub 34 seconds but it is certainly no guarantee that the animal is a regular 
winner. There is no greater example of this than a horse that raced in the mid nineties called Telesto. He was capable of running 
astonishing closing sectionals and he would break the track record for 1000m in a 1600 m event. However, in a career of more than 
40 race starts, he retired with only 3 wins against his name. Sectional times can be very useful in a post mortem sense as they can 
clearly define the pace of a contest which may have significant bearing as to why many beaten favorites failed. 
 
In recent years the overall race time has spawned a factor that has become known as Par Times. A par time is the time a certain 
grade of horse is expected to run over a specific distance at a specific track to be competitive. It is the average time, for that 
particular class of horse, over the track and distance. Par times have become the cornerstone of speed ratings. Speed ratings are big 
business in American racing but are still very much in their infancy here in Australia. For many, speed ratings are replacing a 
somewhat archaic class rating system. Generally, the fastest horses race in the best races so when you are talking about class you 
are really just talking about speed.  
 
 



Par Times– cont. 

The class rating of any horse is ascertained by the grade of races it wins but it is a system that has inherent flaws. The problem lies within 
the fact that individual races have been given a pre-determined status however the quality of many fields can fall below the given status 
of the race. This is particularly noticeable in many black type races. A perfect example of this is in my home town of Perth where the 
Railway Stakes holds Group One status. Over the last two decades the race has generally only attracted minimal interstate representation 
resulting in a race contested by locals only. Apart from Northerly and Better Loosen Up all other winners in this time frame would not be 
considered as genuine Group One performers, yet by annexing this race the class system dictates they are.  
 
Don’t let anybody tell you a horse cannot win a race because he doesn’t have enough class. If a horse can win a class 4 race over 1200m 
at the provincial circuit in a time of 1.08 sec then provided they can replicate this time in town they can win black type races over a 
similar course. Many punters would find the significant class rise as off setting but when they load a horse into the gates the horse 
doesn’t look around and think "Gee these are all group performers; I’m going to struggle to win this”.  If the horse is fast enough and the 
conditions are right they can certainly win. Application of perceived class distinction can cause punters to often overlook horses with 
legitimate winning chances. 
 
Par times can give punters a grasp on whether horses have the pace and speed ability to be competitive in any race. They can also 
provide a valuable window to assess whether any animal can withstand the rise if jumping several classes. A little net browsing should 
direct punters to some publications that list par times for most of the Australian tracks. This information is cheap and far more appealing 
than the taxing task of compiling the times by oneself. Personally, I only use par times at distances of 1600m and less as I find that times 
over distance races are not very helpful because many of these type of races develop into sit and sprint type affairs. The other advisable 
filter is to operate only on good to dead tracks. We are dealing with issues of speed here and nothing negates speed in racing like wet 
tracks. When initially introduced to par times I looked for horses that continually ran better times than par for the relevant course and 
distance. I found many good priced winners from horses that were able to produce times around a full second under par. 
 
For those who have been using pars for some time will realize there are other numerous factors to consider. Many punters will be aware  
the speed of any race track can change on a daily basis, as rain, wind, rail placement and track maintenance can all affect how a track 
plays in terms of speed. When these factors are taken into consideration adjustments need to be made to the par time chart. These are 
known as Daily Track Variants. DVTs are nothing more than a numerical rating that is either added to or subtracted from the overall race 
time. They bring times into perspective on tracks that are racing either too fast or too slow. There is also a factor known as Inter Track 
Variant which allows transference of speed figures between different tracks. As you can see complexity is now starting to creep into this 
area. As if we don’t already have enough on our plates with the multitude of factors in form analysis. I would suggest that any punter 
operating on any basis outside the professional arena should dispense with both forms of variants and keep it simple by using the raw 
data as a basis to establish a horses speed capabilities. 
  



Par Times– cont. 

Raw data of any kind in racing can easily be translated into ratings for those wishing to put in some time and effort. For those whose 
objective is to generate speed ratings from par times it must be remembered these figures are really only an estimation of a horses 
speed and those figures may not be repeated at a horse’s next race start. Some techniques used in the calculation of speed figures are 
highly refined and can produce some extremely accurate assessments. Predictive assumptions based on those assessments will show 
that in similar circumstances a horse is likely to repeat or exceed that speed figure. Accurate speed figures will give a reliable indication 
on how fast a horse should run on any given race day. The trick is determining when that horse may be relied upon to replicate its 
speed rating. Factors such as current form, quality of opposition and track condition can all influence the ability to produce optimum 
speed ratings. Remember, if a horse’s speed rating says it can win a race forget about any class implications providing there are not any 
other adverse  factors present. ‘Get on’ as you will pick up some very nice priced winners with quality speed assessment 
 
I have found accurate speed assessment to be a very good culling tool when sorting out runners who haven’t a realistic chance . If 
there is 1200m race on any card and the par time for that particular grade is 1.10 horses with an average time over this distance of 
1.11 can in most cases be ruled out because it simply cannot, based on history, run the distance fast enough. This sort of culling is 
generally applicable to age groups of 4 and above with at least 20 race starts because younger horses and animals with limited career 
starts can improve dramatically, in certain conditions.   
 
It shouldn’t take too long before the nations punting fraternity realizes the underlying value of being able to evaluate a horses speed 
limitations because sometimes the race isn’t won by the quickest, as luck in running and rider decisions can have a bearing on the final 
outcome, but if you can assess and be on the fastest horse in the race you are more likely to get the money than not. Speed, like any  
form consideration, will not guarantee success by itself. The more areas of form, as punters, we gain proficiency in the more enhanced 
our chances will be of ongoing punting success.   
 
  



11- THE ISSUE OF BIAS 

In the grand scheme of things the term ‘track bias’ has only really entered racing’s vernacular in recent times. It has to a point become 
a fairly serious issue and continues to cause a great deal of angst for punters and analysts alike. There are two types of bias: the first is 
actual bias and the other is perceived bias. Too often punters fall victim of their own misconceptions by assigning track bias to a 
meeting on insufficient or misread data. If the first three winners on any race card had all raced in the first two throughout you 
normally have punters and media alike running around waving the track bias banner. Quite often bias is a direct product of race tempo 
and nothing to do with slow or fast lanes. We need to examine the facts in such instances a little deeper. If well credentialed on pace 
horses are consistently being run over in the first half of the card then this could be a strong foundation for the presence of  swooper,  
or run on, bias. Conversely, if favourites continually fail to make headway in the closing stages against the leading few perhaps this is a 
prima facie case for the presence of leader bias. 
 
Unfortunately, most of modern track bias is created by the increased artificial watering of tracks specifically designed to create a 
contrived dead rating on race mornings as race officialdom has removed fast rated tracks. Whether a track is watered naturally or 
artificially most tracks never dry out evenly creating fast and slow lanes. More often than not punters need at least half the card to be 
able to make an informed decision on whether bias is present or not. Even after half the card there is no guarantee based on the 
observation of four or so races  they will arrive at the correct conclusion. Watering creates biases and the fence or rail position is often 
the worst affected because of natural  drainage. Racing officials need to address this issue because the punting fraternity have a strong 
preference for good rated tracks and anything worse than good has a diminishing effect on betting turnover. This is powerfully backed 
up, statistically, by mainstream TAB’s wagering data. 
 
Another factor that creates a bias effect is the continual moving of the running rail. When the rail is true it is expected  the racing is fair 
providing, of course, other factors of actual bias (watering issues) have not entered into the equation. When the rail is moved out 4m 
or more there is a tendency to create a favorable bias for leaders. Wind is another factor that can create race bias contingent on the 
individual layout of the course of the race in question. At Ascot racecourse in Perth, when there is a strong westerly blowing, leaders 
over the 1400, 1600 and 1800m courses are at a marked disadvantage as  they lead into the entire back straight bearing the brunt of a 
strong head wind, whilst backmarkers receive cover. The leaders also don’t actually get the full benefit of the tail wind down the home 
straight whilst those coming out wide do. 
 
The one course which comes under more scrutiny when it comes to bias than any other track in Australia is the famous Flemington 
straight course. The following is detailed enquiry into the Flemington straight course. 
 
 



Track Bias– cont. 

 Jumps racing and 3200m events have had more than their share of detractors over the years but it would seem the straight sprint 
racing at Flemington easily holds the mantle of nation’s most maligned type of racing in recent times. Sky Racing’s form analyst Ron 
Dufficy has on more than one occasion been fiercely critical of the Flemington straight course with not so flattering adjectives of 
‘Lottery, Joke and Heavy Bias’ freely bandied about in discussion. Dufficy is not a lone voice when it comes to criticism of Flemington’s 
straight course but has become part of a growing chorus of disgruntled punters and highly credentialed form analysts who are at 
constant odds as to which way the track will play on any given day. 
 
To see whether these rumblings held any justification I decided to put Flemington’s straight course racing under the microscope. I 
would take a comparative look at these straight sprint races against similar distance racing at Melbourne’s  three other metropolitan 
tracks and try to isolate any anomalies that the Flemington course might produce. If the statistics exhibited results that were a 
departure from the median of other sprint races in Victoria I would  try to resolve reasons for the departure and hopefully formulate a 
strategy, or at least a rule of thumb, that would enhance our wagering in future straight racing. 
 
Before embarking on this enquiry I had always held two pre conceived ideas on straight course racing, which were based on several 
decades of observation. One was on many occasions there was a distinct bias present between the inside and the outside of the track 
and the other was that it was a leader’s graveyard. Let’s look at statistics gathered over a 10 year period and touch upon any issues 
raised. For the benefit of this enquiry I have only looked at 1200m and 1000m races. 
 
 
  
 
 

TRACK RACES WINNING 
FAVS. 

FAV% WINNING 
LEADERS 

LEADER  % 

            
FLEM 239 61 25 22 9 

CAUL 360 96 27 60 17 

M.V. 692 217 31 135 20 

SAN 442 128 29 75 17 

Table 1. 1200m  Apr 99 – Apr 2009 

TRACK RACES WINNING 
FAVS. 

FAV% WINNING 
LEADERS 

LEADER  % 

            
FLEM 196 66 33 22 11 

CAUL 154 49 32 30 19 

M.V. 488 149 31 119 25 

SAN 453 140 31 77 17 

Table 2. 1000m Apr 99 –Apr 2009 



Track Bias– cont. 

As I thought they might be my suspicions about leaders at Flemington have been statistically endorsed. Ok, it mightn’t be a leader’s 
graveyard but in table 1 we can see that leaders virtually do twice as better at Melbourne’s other tracks than Flemington over the 
1200m course. Flemington fares a little better over the 1000m course but, as is the case in table 1, is still at the bottom. Now we 
need to examine why.  
 
My own slant as to why leaders perform comparatively poorly in straight racing is predominately twofold. The first is a factor that in 
most cases wouldn’t come into consideration at other tracks and that is the prevailing wind conditions. When leaders have to race 
into even a slight head wind up the Flemington straight course it can become extremely taxing  due to the fact the leaders receive 
no respite at any stage of the race and must lead the bunch from barrier release to finish. In racing around the bend at least leaders 
receive some respite and would probably only have to contend with headwinds about one third of the race. The second factor is 
that leaders down the straight do not have the sometime luxury of their dangers being trapped wide throughout and obliged to 
cover plenty of extra ground. All horses race in a straight line therefore, theoretically, none are forced to cover extra ground hence 
a leader’s advantage, by possible disadvantage to other runners, has been removed from the equation. 
 
When trying to understand certain aspects of racing I normally raise the particular issue with my racing peers to obtain a consensus 
of opinion on the point at hand and mull over the varied responses. I posted the issue on leaders on an Internet forum and 
generally the response fell pretty much into line as to the previous paragraph but one interesting point raised  I was unaware of 
was that there is quite a significant fall in the first 400m of the Flemington straight track and horses that are fired out of the barrier 
are quite often encouraged to run a faster first sectional of the race than at other courses due to the prevailing landscape. The 
track begins to rise just prior to linking up with the round course and levels out at the finish. The tendency to overdo speed early is 
later exacerbated by the uphill climb and as a result leaders can often tire. 
 
In 1200m races the table also reveals favourites at Flemington have a winning percentage less than at any other Victorian metro 
track but Flemington fares much better with favourites over the 1000m course. With the 1200m races perhaps punters are looking 
at horses with the wrong constitution for this course. I looked at the last 20 Newmarket Handicaps and also the last 20 Salinger 
Stakes; the common thread was that the predominance of winners were all multiple winners of races longer than 1200m. An old 
saying of “back a good miler to win a Newmarket” would at least seem to hold some sort of credence here. Apart from animals 
with a proven track record over the Flemington 1200m it might be a good idea if we started treating these races as 1400m events 
and process the form accordingly.  



Track Bias– cont. 

The bias down the Flemington straight course has been around a hell of a lot longer than most people think.   
I can remember back in the 70’s when the word bias was hardly in the racing vernacular and for many years the Grandstand side, or 
‘down the roses’ as we called it in those days, was many lengths faster than the flat side. Very little was written about it but smart 
punters knew. A good horse in form drawn wide against its assessed dangers drawn the flat side almost became a moral. I cashed in on 
this phenomenon for many years. 
 
One of the anomalies at Flemington is although there is basically no discernable penetrometer difference between the inside and the 
outside a perceived bias seems always prevalent particularly as assessed by riders who will invariably all head to the same side of the 
track. In capacity fields, however, they will on most occasions still split into two divisions. Now comes the problem in the case of actual 
bias which can develop problems when doing future form. It would be unfair to rate horses on the slow side of the track against the 
runners with the favorable bias for future form analysis. The best way around this is to treat each side of the track as a separate race to 
eliminate the false margin scenario created by the track bias.  
 
On the basis of this research I’ll put forward the following 3 rules of thumb for consideration for Flemington’s straight course: 

  

1. If possible, avoid backing leaders as statistically they have a very poor record, and in certain wind conditions virtually have no 

hope due to the taxing workload. 

2. When doing the form for 1200m races, unless a galloper has a proven record, treat the race as a 1400m event and do the form 

accordingly. Historically most horses need a stronger constitution for this 1200m route as opposed to other tracks 

3. When the field splits into two divisions and you have identified actual bias between the inside and outside treat each division as a 

separate race for future form analysis. 

 

So what do we make of all this? Well, I suppose the easiest solution would be to leave straight racing alone unless you have an 
accurate determination of any biases associated with this course. With wind conditions, horse constitution consideration, and two 
races in one is it any wonder punters have been driven (pardon the pun) around the bend ? 
  

 

 
 
 



12- RECOVERY AND PERFORMANCE 

The content of this module was written and published as an article a few years ago. I originally intended to include this as an appendix 
for additional reading but on reflection I think the core principle of the piece is a valuable tool for those who have the facility to obtain 
appropriate information. I have presented the original manuscript and although the examples cited through the horses mentioned are 
some seasons back the principle remains unchanged. 
 
Probably my most pleasurable pastime would be an afternoon at the track with fellow racing enthusiasts exchanging views on the day’s 
racing and discussing the merit of one another’s selections, naturally, of course over the odd cleansing ale or two. Apart from the focus 
on the day at hand these gatherings over the years have also become somewhat of a sounding board for a number of racing and 
punting theories proffered by members of the group. The credibility of many of these theories that would ,supposedly, navigate us a 
path to the riches of the punt have ranged from the ridiculous and bizarre to ideas which, ostensibly, appear to have great merit. The 
problem is nobody until now has been able to substantiate any of these ideas with solid statistical evidence and rigorous examination. I 
also vaguely suspect that proponents of many of these perceptions are guilty of selective memory, raising the issue when things fall 
into place and noticeably silent when they don’t, which in most cases forms the greater portion of the pie. 
 
Needless to say I’ve had more than my share of theories over the years some which I’ve been quite excited about in the embryonic 
stage only to be reduced to a state of mortification when ensuing results missed the set objectives by significant margins. 
  
There has, however, been one observation of mine that seems to have held its consistency over an extended number of years. I named 
my theory based on those observations ‘The Replication Theory’ and the time had finally come to find out whether I too was in the 
selective memory brigade or whether in fact these observances held any real weight. It had been noted over many years that horses 
delivering an astonishing performance to win a race were invariably beaten at their next start. What I now needed to do was to 
ascertain if there was any relevance to these observations, and, if there was, why this occurrence happened and finally whether as a 
punter I could glean anything positive from  the observation. 
 
Let’s start by defining what I mean by an astonishing run. I have basically categorized this into four areas (a) Horses that run track 
records (b) Horses that produce huge finishing bursts to win from the rear of large fields (c) Horses that are forced to cover an 
enormous amount of extra ground in the run but still come away to win and (d) Horses that overcome severe interference to go on and 
win. In each of these cases the horses are competing against animals of their own class. At this point, perhaps the word astonishing is a 
little too flamboyant and should be replaced with the word taxing which is probably more appropriate. These performances would 
have to had a far greater taxing effect than normal on a horse’s energy reserve.   



Recovery and Performance– cont. 

I started to examine these areas in a little more detail and was somewhat taken aback by the results of the first area. I surveyed horses 
that had run track records over the last ten years at all the major tracks in Australia. Horses spelled after their record breaking runs were 
not included. This left 117 horses who continued to race on and amazingly only 17 won at their subsequent start! By comparison, this area 
was relatively easy to interrogate as horses in the other categories were more a product of recollection than anything else but from a 
person who has witnessed literally thousands of races there were numerous entries in each area.  Again, checking the subsequent runs of 
all the horses I had recalled most had been beaten at their next start. 
 
The big question was, “Why were the majority of these runners beaten next time out after producing stunning wins”? My personal slant 
on this is if a horse produces one of the aforementioned categorized runs there seems to be almost a gross underestimation of the taxing 
effect these types of runs have on an animal. Gut busting runs almost certainly retard the recovery process to the point where extra rest 
time is require to offset fatigue at the horse’s next run. Horses not afforded this extra time seem to suffer from a residual fatigue syndrome 
which prevents optimum performance and hence the animal is beaten at its next run.  
 
 Recovery time for racehorses can vary considerably between animals: some horses can lose more than 25kg in a single race which equates 
to roughly 5% of their body weight. A thoroughbred at peak fitness should put the weight back on within 3-4 days if all remains well with 
them. In an effort to establish recovery time for individual racehorses I have devised a formula I call a horses Recovery Index Figure, which 
is the average number of days a horse has been rested before producing winning form. I examined a runner’s career wins, ignoring first up 
wins, looked at the number of days rest before each winning performance and the total rest days were divided by the career wins to give 
the Recovery Index Figure. If, for instance, at his career point presently Weekend Hussler has had a total of 76 days rest between his 5 
career wins which would give him a R.I.F. of 15.2 days. Incidentally he was a beaten short priced favourite in the Emirates mile on the last 
day of the carnival coming off a 7day break. After his Caulfield Guineas win he dropped back to 1200m against older horses and jumped 
back to the mile at open Group One company when he was unplaced. I think there is, at least, some sort of case as to the taxing effect of 
the last runs of his campaign.  
 
Now comes the part where this all starts to gel. If we can accurately assess a horse’s performance to fit into one of the four categories of 
taxing runs, and at its next start it’s rest period is not longer than it’s .R.I.F. then this galloper is a distinct liability irrespective of price. 
The greatest sprinting mare of all time in this nation, Miss Andretti (this piece was written pre Black Caviar) ran a track record at Ascot over 
1200m in November 05 and also ran a track record at Moonee Valley over 1200m in September 06. On both occasions she was beaten at 
her next start. On both occasions her recovery time was less than her R.I.F. Her defeat in England after her brilliant first up win had nothing 
to do with track conditions; she was backing up after only 4days, after traveling half way around the world. Her R.I.F. is 16.36 days. Betfair 
players could have cleaned up: she was as layable as anything I’ve seen in recent times. Of the 17 horses out of 117 which were able to 
produce winning performances at their next start after recording track records, 13 had rest periods longer than their normal recovery 
period.  



Recovery and Performance– cont. 

Most form students look at days between runs from a fitness angle and not a recovery perspective. Who could forget Belle Du Jour’s 
incredible win in the 2000 Golden Slipper when she totally blew the start and almost bucked the rider off ?  Twice in her career she won 
off a 5 and 7 day back up but that Slipper performance was so taxing that 14 days rest was insufficient. She was beaten next start. The 
great Super Impose, who won the Epsom – Doncaster double in successive seasons, was spelled after his initial win in the Group 1 mile 
but was beaten at every subsequent start after winning the next three Group 1 wins, such was the taxing effect on each occasion coming 
from near last in capacity fields to win. Gods Own was another in recent history who put in a phenomenal performance to win the 
Caulfield Guineas after being flattened twice during the running and although his next start was in the Cox plate he just couldn’t get 
anywhere near them. 
 
When horses produce a ‘wow, what a run’, performance they are not missed by the nation’s punting fraternity who heavily wager on 
these animals to replicate that performance at their next start but most don’t because they cannot produce optimum performance 
because of the residual fatigue effect that these types of runs generate. 
  
I have used some better credentialed horses as case studies here but they are certainly not isolated cases employed to bolster some 
questionable supposition as this effect has been happening for as long as I can remember and as far as my research goes is now validated 
by strong statistical evidence. Hopefully, for many this article is the unveiling of one of racing’s most unseen pitfalls. Although I have 
categorized four areas as set criteria for taxing performances beyond the normal punters could also pay attention to the pattern of the 
number of runs in a horse’s preparation and when a horse show signs of training off. Again, in this scenario the animal may need added 
time beyond its normal R.I.F. 
 
 The most important aspect to remember for those wishing to put this into practice is a horses last start winning performance must 
genuinely fall into one of the four listed categories. If it does and we have established the subsequent run falls outside the horse’s 
recovery rate pattern  we have  a bona fide liability. Naturally, there will always be the odd exception to the rule but I firmly believe this is 
a very powerful filter or culling tool, if we can regularly remove 2.50 and 2.00 favourites out of the equation. Subsequently, we are left 
with very seductive markets, which from a punting context, as they say in that well known beer ad is ‘All good’. 
  



13- MARKETS 

Horse players are chiefly confronted by two types of markets. The first is a pre  post market which is a static market and is basically a 
product for the print media. Pre  post markets are found in most newspaper guides when final fields are printed for any particular 
meeting. Most of us who are familiar with these markets will tell you they should only be used as a guide as on many occasions the prices 
they proffer wildly fluctuate from the actual prices on the day.  The second is a real time or dynamic market which on course bookmakers,  
corporate bookmakers and the fixed odds arm of mainstream TAB’s will display, usually on Wednesday afternoons,  when final 
acceptances have been declared for the various meetings. Future markets which are usually put together on the nation’s feature races 
enable punters to place wagers weeks or even months before the event is run. These markets are deemed ‘all in’ and although lucrative 
prices can be on offer if your horse doesn’t actually participate in the race in question for what ever reason, you do your money cold. It is 
best to wait for the particular race to be a ‘declared event’ which will see your money refunded if your runner is scratched. 
 
Real time markets are usually put together by the form analysts employed by the particular bookmaking firm. When first released they 
normally are strongly biased against the punter with a market percentage somewhere between 135% -160% . These markets tighten up 
as better prices are bet to entice business. In any horse racing market the larger the market percentage the poorer the value for the 
punter. Any horse racing market is just a reflection of public opinion expressed as odds. Racing markets and share markets may seem 
poles apart but they share considerable common ground. Both markets are driven by knowledge and information, have a large public 
participation, offer indistinct future profit margins and confront participants with a risk decision making process. Share markets are more 
complex as opposed to racing markets as there is wealth creation by the supply and demand of the market and the underlying value 
creation of individual companies that comprise the market. Horse racing, in essence, is a zero sum game with no real wealth created. 
 
Both type of markets, however, can exhibit enough inefficiencies for prudent operators to glean a profit. When the term market efficiency 
is used we refer to information markets with prices reflecting all available information. The detection of any market inefficiency denotes 
that a security or bet has either been overvalued or undervalued. Generally, Saturday metro meetings display very efficient markets as 
the nation’s form analysts are all over them, trainers are interviewed, mounting yard parades are scrutinized and any fact that would 
adversely affect a top order market chance finds its way into the public arena. A country venue operating on the same day is highly likely 
not to display the same volume of information in the public arena. The race favourite, for instance, may have had some affliction during 
the week which caused it to miss a vital track workout  and this information may remain ‘in house’ resulting in poorer odds being bet 
given the circumstances. The market, as such therefore becomes inefficient due to lack of knowledge of the favourites affliction leading 
up to the race. 



Markets– cont. 

Market efficiency can be essentially based on 3 facts that quantify the market price. 
1. Historical Form of each runner  2. Publicly available information  3. Inside or stable information. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Dependent on the volume and quality of information in these areas then generates weak, semi-strong or strongly efficient markets. 
If we remove the inbuilt bias set by bookmakers and totes, the market assessment assigned to most races, particularly metro races 
is still deemed to be the best guide to any runners chance. The key to successful punting is to have the ability to detect and cash in 
on market anomalies. These appear when certain runners are either over bet or under bet in the market in question. We will 
examine this in more detail in the next few modules of this course. 
 
Over time it is somewhat critical to the long term longevity in this business, that we are able to procure the best available market 
price when placing our wagers. There are a number of  sites which provide an odds comparison facility, enabling the punter to 
compare odds between bookmakers, the totes and Betfair. The graphic below is provided by the puntersparadise.com.au website 
and is available on a daily basis free of charge. 



14- MARKET FRAMING 

To have the skills to be able to frame your own market on any horse race, is a major step toward  acquiring the ability to mirror the 
success of the world’s most successful punters and punting syndicates. We will look at why in much more detail in the next module. 
Framing a market on any race is as simple or as complex  as one wants to make it. It is merely a case of assigning a numerical value to 
each runner based on its assessed chance in the event and to obtain the price divide that value into the total value of all runners in the 
race. As you can see the mechanics are quite simple but the complexity side of things comes into play in the process used to obtain 
each runners numerical value. It would be a case of how many form considerations the punter wishes to use to obtain the output 
figure on each runner. Many serious punters use sophisticated software to obtain both the output value of the runners and also to 
calculate the price based on those figures. 
 
Let’s look at a simple market framing exercise. Firstly, you must have a point allocation system which may look like this. 

Outstanding chance 85 

Good chance 60 

Some hope 30 

Not likely 10 

No hope 2 

You would then go through each runner in the race and categorize it with the 
allotted points in 1 of the 5 chance boxes as shown left. We will apply this to a 
small field in a sprint race at Flemington in March 2011. 

HORSE PTS ODDS  % CHANCE 

BIG SPIRIT 30 8.2  12.1 

VALENTINE MISS 60 4.1  24.2 

DUBLEANNY 85 2.9  34.4 

PSYCHOLOGIST 60 4.1  24.2 

GIRLS GO RACING 10 25  4 

MISS MATARI 2 123  0.8 

TOTAL 247     

As you can see each runners odds are calculated by dividing their 
individual point assessment into the total field points which in this case 
is 247. By using this method the market percentage will be 100% . 
 
All the calculations in market framing can be done for you by using 
applications such as Microsoft excel. The user can also set preference 
for final market percentages and may wish to set the percentage at 110 
% giving a closer comparison to tote and bookmaker markets. 



Market Framing– cont. 

The previous illustration is about as basic as you can get in this area but if you can accurately allot each runner into its respective 
chance bracket its surprising how close your own framed market is to the actual real time markets framed by bookmakers. If the price 
range ends up poles apart from the real time markets  it stands to reason your runner assessment needs some work. 
 
For many the idea of market framing must seem a daunting task. It can,  however, be  as simple as giving each runner a win rating out 
of 10 and converting the percentages to odds. Most odds framers will have some quantitative method of rating runners, where each 
horse amasses points for performance in a number of designated areas ( fitness, weight, distance, track etc.)  Each horse’s individual 
points are divided into the total points for the race to provide a figure to obtain each runners calculated price. A horse ,for example, 
who scores 50 pts. out of a race total of 100 would be rated at $2 or even money. There is an abundance of information to assist 
punters in this area on the Internet : market framing cannot be understated in terms of importance for any long term profitability 
objective. 
  
 
As previously touched upon by far the best way to approach market framing is to use an application or software to facilitate the 
calculations. If you can accurately assess the genuine prospects of each runners chances and convert this into your own market, with 
other figures in place, you could be well and truly on the road to deriving your sole income from horse racing. By correctly generating 
one’s own market and availing oneself the  opportunity to identify what is known as ‘overlays’  cannot be overstated. Overlays are the 
key to racings vault. We will now look at this aspect in some detail in the following module – ‘Value – The Common Thread’ 



15- VALUE – THE COMMON THREAD 

In the many years of supplying freelance  racing articles for magazines and websites I did an enormous amount of research into high 
profile successful punters and syndicates. Irrespective of what country or jurisdiction they operated in a study of their modus operandi 
was undertaken in the hope of finding a common theme or thread that would at least provide some sort of foundation the average 
horse player could build upon to find on going success. There it was, just one word that seemed to present itself over and over again: 

VALUE 
 
Value, I originally thought, was like beauty, pretty much in the eye of the beholder and really the product of subjective evaluation. How 
many times do you see it? One punter declares a horse to be the best of the day whereas another will not touch it because it is too 
short. This is a case of perceived value on both sides. To remove perception from the equation the tool we covered in the last module , 
market framing,  was introduced. The key, of course,  is accurate assessment of each runners chances and this is where full time 
professionals, who have both the time and resources, have a marked advantage over the rank and file brigade. Markets are calculated, 
matched against real time markets and when the real time market displays greater odds than the assessed market an overlay or value 
bet has been found. Professionals cannot overstate the importance of finding runners whose odds exceed their calculated probability 
of winning. 
 
One of the most successful punting syndicates of all time used this approach as the basis of its operation. Computer generated racing 
selections is nothing new but when Australian Alan Woods teamed with American Bill Benter, who founded computerized betting 
systems, the use of computers as a form analysis tool was taken to a level of sophistication unheard of before. After a somewhat roller 
coaster ride over many years, when the system was finally perfected, this duo was netting somewhere in the vicinity of $40 million per 
annum wagering vast amounts of money on Hong Kong racing. Such was the impact of their operation the Royal Hong Kong Jockey 
Club had to place restrictions on certain aspects of their wagering. It was considered they had an unfair advantage. Woods and Benter 
had developed predictive software which rated each race runner in more than 130 different areas and the software essentially 
simulated the race before it happened determining each runner’s likelihood of winning. Once each horses winning probability was 
calculated the team looked for overlays, that is, where the odds on offer exceeded the calculated price of each runner. An overlay can 
also be described as a runner that has been under bet by the general public resulting in an inflated price. 



Value The Common Thread– cont. 

Each runner had a calculated win expectation which was obtained by multiplying the horse’s computer calculated probability by its 
current odds. 
E (return) = P (win) x Current Odds. If the win expectation was less than 1 this was considered an underlay or poor value. For example 
If a  horse with a winning probability of 0.25 was paying $2.00 for a win then this would be 0.25 x 2.00 = 0.5  which would represent 
very poor value. This doesn’t mean the horse cannot win but simply it has been over bet in the market.  If the calculated figure was 
1.25 this is an overlay and would give backers a 25% edge. All the Woods Benter team did was framed their own markets which in this 
case is expressed in terms of percentages. This is the core of professional punting success and is a skill  for those wishing to remain in 
the ball game long term MUST develop. It is all about detection of market inefficiencies which identifies both overvalued and 
undervalued bets 
 
Whatever direction we adopt in our selection process is only really partial to the end cause. We MUST regularly obtain value. Value is 
the most important thing in betting. Punters cannot remind themselves of this simple truth too often. Any horse may have a 
compelling form line that suggests an undeniable winning chance, however whether it is a good bet or not is entirely determined by 
one thing: the odds. The very heart of professional punting operations involves  isolating horses whose price is greater than their 
calculated winning probabilities. Exploiting the discrepancy between accurate probability assessment and odds being offered is the 
only course to long term profitability. Accomplished form analysts achieve this by framing their own race markets. A regular stream of 
winners per se is not enough to guarantee success; it is all about return on investment. Market framing is a skill all serious punters 
must acquire: it is the cornerstone that enables punters the only real tool to identify value in horse racing.  
 
Let’s look at a hypothetical situation and assume there is no bias built into the market, where we have a race of 4 starters each 
carrying the same weight and there was nothing between them on current or historical form. In other words  neither runner had any 
advantage over the other. Each runner would be perceived as having one chance of winning and 3 chances of losing  therefore the 
true odds of each runner would be 3/1. We also know each runner is ridden by the top 4 riders in the state however we’ll also assume 
this race is in Sydney in the height of the Darren Beadman/ John Hawkes dominated era in which each of their runners attracted huge 
public support. The weight of public money would usually push this runner’s price down to less than its true odds of 3/1 and thus a 
market anomaly has been created by one runner being over bet to the point where its price has now become less than its actual 
probability of winning. Shrewd operators will now deem this a no go zone. As certain runners are over bet in the marketplace this will 
inflate the prices of other runners and create overlays in the race which in turn creates the value situation we are talking about 



Value The Common Thread– cont. 

The art with horse racing is  the ability to identify horses both over and under the odds and not simply picking winners. It is so much 
more about odds than it is winners. If a bookmaker can get you to accept $3.00 about a horse that should be $3.50 he will assuredly 
beat you in the long term. Good things come and go but percentages go on forever. Obviously, horse racing is not an exact science but 
skilled analysts can do form to the extent of getting a very close approximation of every runners true chances. Once, and only when, 
we get to that point can we start talking about true odds in racing. 
 
So I close this out by saying  “take any odds about a wager at your own peril” and for those who do this on a consistent basis are no 
better off than those ill informed gamblers who flush their money down the toilets at casinos. It has never worked in that environment 
and it sure as hell won’t in horse racing. 
 
Some Helpful Formulas: 
  
  TO CONVERT ODDS INTO PERCENTAGE CHANCE 

Take 2nd part of price divided by both halves of price x 100 

If using 6/4 would be 4/10 x 100 = 40 % 

 TO CONVERT DECIMAL PRICE INTO PERCENTAGE CHANCE 

1/decimal price x 100 

If using 2.50 would be 1/2.50 x 100 = 40% 

 TO CONVERT PERCENTAGE CHANCE INTO DECIMAL PRICE 

1OO/percentage chance = decimal price 

If using 40% would be 100/40 = 2.50 

 TO CONVERT A PERCENTAGE CHANCE INTO ODDS 

100/percentage chance minus 1 = odds/1 

If using 40% would be 100/40 -1 = 1.5/1 (6/4) 



16- RISK MANAGEMENT 

At this point in the tutorial, we have examined a number of issues both direct and peripheral to racing but all are of great importance 
in the overall scheme of making racing pay on a regular basis. Each module should provide input of some kind which will comprise the 
overall fabric of a viable blended wagering model.  We may be extremely competent and skilled in the area of form analysis, enabling 
a steady stream of winners, but if we fail to properly identify the risk association  with each event this will cause us to over bet in 
some situations and under bet in others.  Protracted instances of these circumstances will assuredly fast track us straight out of the 
ball game. Above everything else we must have capital protection in place which will only be provided by a risk management plan. 
 
Money management basically falls under the umbrella of risk management  as how we quantify risk will determine the bet size for 
each instance. It is a function of finding the point that maximizes return within acceptable risk parameters. The essence of risk 
management is making logical decisions. The presence of too much risk will increase the chance of ruin whilst too little risk will 
impact negatively on the payout figure or reward. The key is finding the sweet spot that has an acceptable balance between risk and 
reward. In racing, as many would be painfully aware, there will be protracted losing streaks and it is critical we manage these streaks 
in a manner that will minimize the damage. One approach that offers protection against losing sequences is known as a ‘STOP LOSS 
STRATEGY.  A stop loss strategy is merely the pre determined point of any losing sequence where you close up shop for the day. It is a 
safeguard against losses spiraling out of control.  The point in question must be set in relation to your bank size and your overall profit 
objective.  
 
Of course, it is one thing to have a stop loss strategy in place but it is another to implement it and this is the down fall of so many in 
the game as they go into panic mode as discussed in the Mindset module and try to blast out of trouble by increased wagering. You 
must have control to limit your exposure when the game turns against you and if this means closing up for the day that is exactly what 
needs to be done. Remember, if our overall underlying strategy is sound loss sequences are only transient. 
 
The essence of risk management lies in maximizing the areas we have some control over whilst minimizing the areas where we  have 
absolutely no control.  We have no control over which horse will win the race or what partition a roulette ball will land in but we do 
have control over when and how we bet. Most long term losers are too often tenants of the high risk arena and eventually the 
numbers will conquer them. You cannot break the laws of mathematics but they can certainly break you. By quantifying risk you will 
have a datum point to know which side of the line you need to be on. If the assessed risk is deemed to be too high stay out. Hence 
the importance of the previously discussed selection of the type of races we are going to bet on. 



Risk Management– cont. 

If punters must wager on evenly graded races  with a multitude of chances the risk in these situations, is best managed by spreading the 
risk. This is done by employing ‘Dutch Betting’ or wagering on more than one horse to achieve a profit.  Dutch betting is not suitable to 
many races, especially those with very short priced favorites, but on many suitable races it is a powerful tool and greatly enhances the 
chances of profit by spreading your wagering over a number of horses for either a target profit  figure or return on set outlay. 
 
Lets say you wish to back 3 horses in a race you consider are the only genuine winning chances. 
 
Horse A is $3.0   Horse B is $5.0   Horse C is $5.50  - we now convert these odds into their respective percentage chances by dividing the 
odds into 100.  Therefore, if their market quote is accurate, A is rated a 33.3% chance of winning  B is 20% and C is 18.2% 
 
Adding the percentages together we have a 71.5 chance of collecting on this race, which is a strong bias to hold on any race.  

There are numerous free dutch calculators available on the web. With the one we 
have used in this illustration the user has put in a pre determined target profit of 
$25.  The bettor will achieve the target if any of the 3 runners wins. The calculated 
outlay to win this amount is $63. We have previously determined the bettor in 
this situation has a 71.5% winning chance of this happening.  

In more sophisticated calculators you can also add more runners as further 
insurance to break square on the race. Bet Angel software, which operates in 
conjunction with Betfair, has a terrific dutching tool which calculates returns on 
a number of fronts and also places the bets instantly 

Although Dutch betting is good in terms of spreading the risk the more horses involved the lesser the percentage return to backers, so 
punters are advised to engage in risk v return considerations.  



Risk Management– cont. 

Quadrella betting is very popular with most punters and offers the chance of very healthy returns if they can select the winners of the 
4 designated legs. Obviously the more runners you include in each leg the more risk you remove but this is generally offset by the 
mounting cost. Punters can of course use the flexi betting option for smaller percentage returns but there is a nifty piece of software 
available that allows you good coverage in each leg for a much better return. 
 
The software is known as PPFA Quaddie Buster and can be viewed and trialed for free at ppfa.com.au 

In the graphic we can see that the punter has taken quite a big coverage 
in each leg by having 7 runners in the first leg 8 in the next two and 5 in 
the last. The cost of the ticket paying the full 100% divvy is a fairly hefty 
$2240 but by using this cost suppression software for the same full 
dividend the punter only has outlay less than half the cost at $1064. The 
user then has the option to take any percentage of the reduced cost as 
in Flexi betting. 
 
Now, before you get too excited about this tool …… there’s a catch 
……because in each of the legs the user must nominate a standout 
selection. These are shown in yellow in the graphic, at least one of the 
standouts MUST win for the bet to be successful. It doesn’t matter 
which one nor does it matter if more than one of your standouts wins 
you only get the dividend once. 
 
Despite the catch this is a great tool especially if you are really keen on 
any runner in one of the legs. It gives you good coverage thus 
suppressing the risk at a reduced cost. An added feature is the 
moderate cost of the software. 
 
 



Risk Management– cont. 

Staking plans are another tool of risk management or more precisely a tool of money management. They present a structured way of 
betting that is reliant on the path of previous bets placed. Staking plans are designed for capital protection  and  they can vary widely in 
terms of sophistication and have been the subject of great debate over the years in regard to their worthiness. Probably the most 
lauded would be the Kelly Criterion. 
 
The Kelly Criterion is designed to maximize the growth of your punting bank over a long term by calculating the optimal amount to 
wager on a horse and the best ways to address both overlays and underlays. The theory behind this staking method is one of 
optimization in that betting over the calculated figure is an unnecessary risk and conversely betting under will retard the expected 
growth rate of your bank. The Kelly Criterion works best on a perceived edge when placing a wager, or in other words, when the bettor 
has isolated an overlay bet.  Using the Kelly you are betting a designated percentage of your bankroll so as your bank increases so does 
your bet size.  The inverse will also hold true. 
 
The Kelly Criterion is really a tool for the more advanced punter who has the ability to accurately frame markets and detect value 
runners via overs. It doesn’t guarantee a profit for everyone but does maximize your profits if you do win. It also significantly minimizes 
the chances you will wipe out your complete bank hence the value of a capital protection tool. The Kelly is not without its share of 
detractors  and further Internet search is encouraged before any  
 
KELLY FORMULA 

Let’s say you have $1,000 in cash and someone offers you 1-1 on a coin flip. 
That is, they’ll pay you $2 if it comes up heads; you’ll lose $1 if it comes up 
tails. The Kelly Formula will tell you how much you should bet on the coin flip 
to earn the maximum amount of money. 

In this particular coin flip, the Kelly Formula tells you the 
maximum you should bet on any flip is 25% of your bankroll. 
Doing so will give you the maximum long-term growth with 
minimum downside. 



Risk Management– cont. 

There are numerous ways risk can be suppressed to an acceptable level in racing. One of the most efficient way is to operate in a 
statistically friendly environment. Most winners in racing have either won or were placed last start or are in the first four market 
favourites while  horses that race on the speed have a distinct advantage over backmarkers. Look for horses that display high strike 
rates at the race distance and also the track and are not going to be disadvantaged by a poor barrier draws or track conditions. If we 
also factor in class and fitness, and operate on fields of around 10 runners or less, from a statistical perspective we are never going to 
be far off the mark. In races where there appears to be only 2-3 genuine winning chances risk can be further suppressed by backing 
all three runners in the Dutch book style to achieve a specific wealth target. 
 
 
If longevity and wagering success is the target it is imperative we have the ability to both identify and manage risk. Proper money 
management is a function of finding a point that maximizes returns within acceptable risk parameters. If we operate in a high risk 
environment we dramatically increase the odds of ruin but, conversely, if we play ‘too safe’ there is insufficient reward. Even though 
we have a long term steady growth model returns still must move the plan along at a satisfactory rate. It is pivotal to any projected 
goal to find a sweet spot in this sector.  There is always a trade off between the inclination to achieve a higher profit line and the 
necessity to control risk. Such is the essence of gambling. Higher risk takers may enjoy more success in the short term but those who 
embrace the reduced lower growth rate are much more likely to attain longevity in their desired field. Risk management in punting is 
something that is still misunderstood by many and definitely under serviced. It is a defensive concept that is playing safe which 
fundamentally keeps us in the game and is the one factor that will eventually determine success or failure 



17- BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS 

We are now at a point in the course where we have examined a number of peripheral and direct aspects associated with wagering on 
horse racing. Needless to say ,entire books have been written on the most of the modules subject matter  hence further self education is 
strongly encouraged and can only really help to move us closer to our end cause. In keeping with the overall course theme we will now put 
a plan in place that will see us approach wagering on horse racing in a professional sense and operate as we would any other business. 
 
The idea of deriving one’s income solely from wagering on horses has been predominately viewed by society as an ethically objectionable 
career choice. The inexorable link between racing and gambling has seen such pursuits stigmatized with active participants labelled with 
less than flattering connotations. Paradoxically, a similar pursuit into the volatile environment of speculative share trading is regarded as 
acceptable in daily business practice.  It would seem those operative in the share arena, irrespective of any risk volume, are seen largely as 
investors, whilst those operative in the racing domain, no matter how meticulous or skilled, are seen largely as gamblers. 
On the basis of this rationale horse punters have been most unfairly treated. Blue chip share trading and the acquisition of other such 
proven performers has always been a traditional investment vehicle for those seeking long term low risk gain. Racing’s greater masses, 
however, appears to have paid little credence to duplicating such intentions within racing’s wagering arena. The seductiveness of instant, 
larger returns has always out weighed any perceived less rewarding proposition over time. Historically, racing has always been a ‘for the 
moment’ venture but times are changing and a new wave of computer savvy punters armed with databases, spread sheets and financial 
models has emerged on the scene and are making successful inroads into racing’s largely untapped riches.  
 
If we are to approach punting as a business be mindful, like most successful business entities, success will be built over time by having 
profitable structures in place and will not occur over night. Most successful large investors don’t like to have all their eggs in one basket, 
but diversify their investments over several well researched fronts therefore our suggested  approach here is to mirror those activities by 
formulating three wagering portfolios. These will have different degrees of exposure or risk but will still sit comfortably under our ‘capital 
protection’ umbrella by the associated risk management involved. 
 
Before we get to the actual portfolios we need to carefully consider and place a number of items in place. 



Blueprint for Success– cont. 

DISCIPLINE – If we cannot exercise this factor no matter what else we have in place, or how good it is, all will unravel and quite quickly 
too. Expect numerous negative statistical swings or losing cycles in racing as these are a fact of the game and some may be protracted. 
How we conduct ourselves in these times of adversity will be critical to our very survival. If our wagering model and risk management 
philosophy is sound we will invariably “come out” the other side. Stepping outside our planned territory, by increasing wagering against 
our normal calculated output figure to recover losses on bad days, will start to fast track our exit from the game. As in the 3 L’s in real 
estate – location, location, location  never deviate from the 3 D’s in wagering – discipline,  discipline, discipline. Remember, if our 
underlying strategies are sound losing cycles will only be transitory. 
 
RECORDS – It is essential we keep accurate and up-to-date records. Business’s cannot function effectively without them nor will we if we 
don’t have them. They are an indispensable fact of any operation. We need to keep tabs on what is performing and what isn’t performing 
in our aspects of betting. Microsoft Office Excel is an excellent application (spreadsheets) for record keeping purposes. 
 
MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS – Another must do  for any punter, who is serious about making inroads to profits from racing, is to have multiple 
betting accounts. One mainstream TAB account is too restrictive. When percentages are paramount to achieving a regular edge we must 
be able to access the best prices available about our selections. One of these must be a Betfair account as it will be required as an 
integral part of the proposed portfolios. Ideally the player will have a mainstream TAB account, a Betfair account and one or several 
corporate accounts. 
 
FORM – We are going to need form to study and at this point it may be a good idea to re acquaint ourselves with the form data module 
which offers a number of suggestions to help with the final decision. Two points that need to be re enforced again is the cost of any 
product must be weighed up against your weekly betting turnover.  Remember, a certain product may offer a little less in terms of data 
but the page layout may be much more amenable to extended form study. Take time, surf the web and weigh up the pro’s and cons on 
what’s available. 
 
When you’re satisfied you have these items in order it’s time to enter the core components of our proposed wagering model. Again we 
mustn't lose sight that, in essence, this is a long term slow growth model designed with the idea of a supplement to whatever income the 
user has at the moment. The point was hammered earlier in this publication how important it is to have some type of risk management 
in place to offer capital protection. We are going to use the same blanket risk management to cover all three proposed portfolio’s.  We 
are all familiar with the term ‘safety in numbers’ and that is exactly what we will be importing to our overall strategy. . Our first module  
will exclusively lay horses to lose but we will tighten the approach even further by targeting a particular bracket in the market. 
 



Blueprint for Success– cont. 

I must admit when I was first introduced to the concept of laying horses via the Betfair platform I wasn’t exactly enamored. I knew in 
some quarters Betfair was promoted as ‘Become a Bookmaker’ but as a punter, who knew a thing or two about percentages, I also 
knew that with the Betfair market percentages it was impossible to make a book in the traditional sense where the bookie still won 
irrespective of which runner prevailed in the race. The other concern was a bad week on the lay side of Betfair was probably the equal 
of at least two bad months on the normal punt. Needless to add, after one of those dreaded ‘downturn periods’ ,I eventually started to 
participate in the lay area of Betfair and all went well for a while. The short side of the story is I managed to clean my account out not 
once but  twice, so believe me when I state I’m well placed here to offer advice on how to set people up to avoid the pitfalls that 
caused me considerable  punting grief on those occasions. 
 
The primary reason I was cleaned out on those two occasions was that I laid favourites. One of my strong points over the years in the 
punting arena was the ability to identify false favourites. On the occasions that I laid animals as such, yes sure, perhaps I was right on 
the money, they were false prices, but it certainly didn’t mean that those animals had little chance of winning.  Consequently I paid the 
price. I started to think laying horses at the top end of the market was fraught with danger and examined the possibility of making 
money from laying longshots or at least runners whose prices were well into the double figures. The initial concern was the risk/reward 
scenario. One of the downsides to laying with Betfair is the market is set by users wanting action and to attract matching bets you 
invariably have to put up a price that is better than any TAB or bookmaker’s offering. With longer priced runners this is compounded by 
the fact those wanting to lay the animal are more often than not thoroughly convinced that it cannot win and basically are very liberal 
with the odds. Runners that, for instance,  are $16.00 in other markets can  freely be found at double that price on the Betfair lay side. 
The point is if you want to lay a longer priced runner be prepared to offer as much as double its actual market price to have your bet 
matched. 
 
Let me state at this point if you think isolating losers requires any less time devoted to the form procedure than it does selecting 
winners think again.  When you are wrong in this area there’s a hefty price to be paid. Nethertheless I decided to implement some 
rules to create some sort of model that  could perhaps generate a nice monthly wage supplement from runners I considered had little 
chance of winning. Bingo …this approach has worked so well over the past 12 months that I now have a small client base who are 
experiencing a nice monthly wage supplement. My cause has been aided in this area by a program I have developed as race liability 
detection software, which is unique in the manner it functions in isolating race runners who are deemed a strong liability against a 
designated benchmark. Let’s look at how this portfolio has been set up and operates. 



Blueprint for Success– cont. 

Although not applicable to the target group of horses in this portfolio let me suggest one thing to any Betfair layers –don’t lay favourites. 
Statistically they win more than 30% of races and it’s a good policy to always have the race favourite running for you and not against you. 
Here is the way I have set up the portfolio in this area for myself and clientele. 
 
1.Open a Betfair account. There are 3 levels of exposure and the starting point is level 1 which has a capped liability of $500. In other 
words as soon as a runner you don’t think can win wins you lose $500. How much you win is dependent on the runners price. When I am 
time poor on Saturdays I quite often use the Betfair Starting Price facility and place the lay bets early. Punters who have the time may 
wish to be present at their computers at the time of each lay race in question and wager in real time. Overall, I would suggest there’s not 
a great deal of difference and sometimes the S.P.odds work out better, sometimes they don’t. If using the S.P. function you merely divide 
the starting price into $500 to calculate the winnings off that event. If your lay runner started at $24.6  your profit from that event is 
$20.30. The Starting Price of any runner on any days racing can be found at  racingform.betfair.com.au . I suggest at level 1 you would 
open an account with a minimum of $1500. I have been fortunate with both myself and client base that we all passed the $500 profit 
mark before the first winner came. At that stage it was only our profit line that took a hit and not our base capital. 

 
 
 Here is a graphic of Betfair official 

S.P.’s on the 2011 Australian Cup. The 
lay S.P’s are those in pink. As you can 
see 12 out 15 runners lay price is 
greater than the mainstream TAB’s 
 
Layers must offer better odds to 
entice business. 



Blueprint for Success– cont. 

Make no mistake, winners will come at various points and we have to be efficient enough in our selection process to keep them as far 
apart as possible but over a period of time the graph should always go up with the occasional sharp dip of a winner. Below is a graphic 
from a level 1 exposure client after the first loss situation.  

The client had reached a profit margin of 630.20 in relatively 
quick time but when we laid Diplomatic Force and it won, 
the profit line was cut back to 283.20. It took 3 sessions of 
laying to recoup the loss and surpass the previous high bank. 
Diplomatic Force by the way was the first losing bet in 92 lay 
bets! 
 
The level 1 target aim is $1500 profit and when that is 
reached we move on to level 2 which increases the liability 
on each lay to $750. On reaching $2000 profit the liability 
level increases to its final tier of $1000. 
 
Level 1 Monthly Target  - $ 400 
 
Level 2 Monthly Target  - $ 600 
 
Level 3 Monthly Target -  $ 800  
 
These target levels are the minimum  average expectation 
levels of each tier and they are realistic and have been 
comfortably attained by myself and the client base.  

If we ignore the only losing block with Diplomatic Force we can see that the other 4 profit lines yielded a cumulative profit margin of  
$557.1 - this is on level 1 and easily surpasses the expectation of $400. If we apply level 3 exposure to the same situation then we can see 
the profit margin for 4 sessions of wagering is $1114.20, easily passing the bottom line of $800.  Skilled operators should make $1000 per 
month, on average ,with comparative ease. This is tax free.  



Blueprint for Success– cont. 

2. Needless to say the selection process is critical to the end because every time we are wrong the punishment is severe. 
I generally peruse form across the nation when final acceptances come out on Wednesday/Thursday and construct a list of potential 
races that could provide the lay bets on the day. Here is a list of factors up for consideration before finalizing any wagers. 
 
• As a rule look for races with 10 or more starters.  
• Avoid evenly graded and poor form races. Look for  races where the top order of runners display a strong form  line. 
• Avoid races where there is limited data to make a truly informed decision, maidens and early 2yo’s 
• Look for horses with poor win strike rates  
• Look for horses with possible fitness issues, racing off a longer than usual break  
• Look for horses with extended losing sequences 
• Try to find backmarkers that fit the criteria in large fields 
• Look for runners that are possibly disadvantaged by the assessed race tempo 
• Look for repeat historical factors such as a horse may continually fail 1st up 2nd up  
• Look for horses with beaten margins of more than 5L racing in the same class 
• Consider the standard form factors of distance and track conditions etc. which may adversely affect performance 
• Look for runners whose price drifts with both on course and corporate bookies 
• As a benchmark use a 6th tier market position, in other words, make sure there are at least 5 runners shorter in the betting. 
• Look for out of form trainers and jockeys 
• Cash in on any actual  track bias by laying runners whose racing pattern is adversely affected. 
• Listen for media reports about any information that may hinder a runners performance on the day. 
• Look for runners whose early market price to be around 15/1 -20/1 otherwise you may find yourself having to offer a huge price to 

attract business 
• Look for races where you can lay  more than one runner, who are a longer price again, but the collective return on 2 or 3 is 

acceptable. 
 
 

I sincerely believe this is the easiest money racing has to offer and a skilled operator here should be able to string together long 
sequences of losers, for regular profit, via a multitude of small returns. People may raise the issue of value here in regards to the risk / 
reward scenario to which my answer is “when you only have 1 runner going for you in a field of 15 then you need  the value  aspect. 
With the reverse of having 14 runners racing for you, I think we can cut a fair degree of slack”.  



As in the lay betting, we are opting for a wagering strategy that will offer protection via numbers by backing several runners in a race 
to show a profit. Although not nearly as safe from a numbers perspective as our previous portfolio the return per unit bet will be 
much greater. Success in this area is heavily reliant on the operators skill to isolate Money Making Races or races with only a few 
genuine chances. There are a multitude of free Dutch calculators on the Internet so choose one to your liking, preferably one which 
has the facility to also include a ‘saving or break square ‘ option on any race. This option will allow, for example, you to back 3 horses 
to win a set amount and another 2 to break even thus giving us 5 runners in our selected race. To further enhance the number safety 
strategy try to operate on races not large in numbers at around 10 runners per race. 
 
In the graphic below I have used my Excel rating program to assess a race at Morphettville on Adelaide Cup Day, 2011. If you look at 
the rate gap you will see there is a significant gap between the 3rd and 4th rated horse, which if the program has assessed this race 
correctly, should find the winner from the top 3 rated runners. This is a perfect Dutch scenario and as you can see on the right I have 
used a simple Dutch calculator and set it to calculate the outlay to win  $100, irrespective of which horse of the top 3 wins. The prices 
used for this example are the actual win dividends on Super TAB. The race was eventually won by the runner paying $8.20 which was 
Shrapnel. By using a slightly more sophisticated calculator if I was worried about one other runner I could have factored that in as well 
to break even on the race thus having 4 runners involved.  



Blueprint for Success– cont. 

One of the upsides to having a wagering model that has 3 portfolios, or separate betting platforms, is there should always be races 
present on a day that fits at least one of the programs. If we had, for instance, just the Dutch model working for us we might be 
tempted to bet due to a  lack of races to fit the bill by wagering on a totally unsuitable event. I’m sure on any given Saturday there will 
be numerous races that avail themselves for Dutch wagering. Be selective and confident through your analysis that you genuinely have 
the race factored to only a few winning chances and then ,contingent on prices and the risk/reward scenario, place your wagers. 
Naturally, your strike rate won’t be anywhere near the lay betting scenario but the returns are greater and this is another safer mode of 
punting on horses that should prove very profitable over time for those wishing to put in the work in regards to form. 
 

Finally, we reach the 3rd and final component of our  wagering model and in keeping with the overall theme and aligning with the 
previous portfolios we again incorporate numbers as a safeguard into our betting product. Although falling under the umbrella of 
‘exotics betting’ there are only two types we need to entertain here and they are 1. QUADRELLAS  2. FIRST FOURS. This also could 
prove to be the most exciting because with a modicum of luck some truly large dividends await if we can manage find to find a 
number of longer priced winners for the Quadrella and similarly winners and placegetters for the First Four. This will also prove the 
toughest of the 3 portfolios and isolating the right times to bet in these areas is critical.  
 
Whereas in the previous portfolios it was in our betting interests to steer clear of evenly graded races this is where the landscape 
changes and such races will suit our end cause and will be largely responsible for generating sizeable dividends. The diversity of 
chances in a race will give rise to a greater number of combinations taken thus ensuring better dividends. Races that are clear cut 
,with few genuine chances, and if rated correctly  will find those few chances will carry the bulk of the pool and if winning will greatly 
suppress the dividend.   
 
Quadrellas with several short priced favorites in legs should be avoided as also should those with small numbers in each leg. Both 
scenarios will work strongly against a big payout.  Whilst taking a large number of combinations in each leg will naturally enhance our 
chances of winning the cost will escalate alarmingly and we need to be mindful the payout of any Quadrella must at least equal the 
combination cost to break square. E.g. 7 runners in each leg would be 7x7x7x7 = $2401. Irrespective of what percentage we take this 
combination must pay over $2401 before we start making a profit.  At this point it might pay readers to re visit the risk management 
module and re acquaint themselves with the cost suppression software Quaddie Buster  which is excellent in reducing overall outlay 
costs providing we can select 1 winner of any leg outright. 
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For those who cannot be confident in taking the cost effective ‘must find one winner’ scenario  the best strategy would be to load up in 
3 legs and go thin on the other if you feel  satisfied you can nail this leg in maybe 2 or 3 selections.  A 7x7x3x7 combo would cost 
$1029 which is less than half the previous cost. This full unit cost can be then further scaled back by the percentage choice of the 
bettor via the Flexibet option.  If I were to place 14 marbles in a box, 7 white, 7 black and were to dip in blindfolded my chances of 
pulling out either colour would be 50/50 however if a punter, who does the form  and selects 7 runners in a field of 14 realistically they 
must be odds on to collect as runners who have a greater chance of winning have been isolated on current form lines. 
 
When selections have been finalized in each leg it may be advisable to run a ‘what if’ scenario against various outcomes to detect 
whether you have enough coverage to ensure the possibility of a sizeable return. You must have runners over and above what the 
smaller Quadrella player will invest in, which will be predominately the fancied runners, whilst trying to be as cost effective as possible 
in regards to the outlay  versus possible return situation. A couple of decent Quadrella collects can basically carry the whole portfolio 
model for one full year if luck runs with us on any certain day. 
 
The second of the exotics is the First Four or Quartet to which I have a personal preference. This form of betting is basically available on 
every race on any race card and therefore offers a larger scope to select a suitable race to wager on. You must select the first four 
runners in order past the post on the event you have chosen. From a form perspective it perhaps require a slightly different mindset 
than the Quadrella, where you had to pick the winner of the race in question. When considering the form for the First Fours a runners 
form may not hit the mark when it comes to a winning consideration but all we need in this instance is for the animal to finish in the 
first four positions and that may not require all that much improvement on its last performance. Like the Quadrella  this type of 
betting, if you can jag a nice priced winner and few value place getters, can turn out some massive dividends. One only has to look 
back at the 2008 Melbourne Cup, won by Viewed, where the First Four paid around an incredible 1 million dollars. There are several 
wagering strategies but the two I have used with the most success is ‘boxing’ 6 , 7 or 8 runners and taking a percentage cut via the 
Flexibet option. This is fairly costly but the box option eliminates the scenario that one of your selections must win. Providing you have 
the four place getters as they cross the line in your box selections they can finish in any order  with preferably a longer priced runner 
winning to bolster the dividend. The other option, which is more cost effective, is to have what is known as a ‘roving banker’. If you are 
very confident one runner you have selected will run a place, or even 4th , you can take that horse ‘one out’ and box other runners 
around it to fill the required positions. Of course ,if your banker selection finishes outside of a place, or 4th if you want to extend your 
options,  you are out of business. As is the case with the Quadrella you have to be selective in the races you earmark for betting as 
evenly graded events with 10 or more runners will afford you the optimum chance of good returns. 
 



Blueprint for Success– cont. 

OUTLAY ALL WAYS 6 ALL WAYS 7 ALL WAYS 8 

100 27.77 11.9 5.95 

150 41.67 17.87 8.92 

200  55.56 23.8 11.9 

250  69.44  29.76 14.88 

300  83.33  35.71  17.86 

350  97.22  41.66  20.83 

400  111.11  47.61  23.81 

Table 1. is the percentage returns of boxing  6 ,7 and 8 runners in first four bet. 
 
Table 1. 

OUTLAY BANKER x 6 BANKER x 7 BANKER x 8 

100  83.33  47.61  29.7 

150  125  71.42  44.6 

200  166.6  95.23  59.5 

250  208.33  119  74.4 

300  250  142.85  89.2 

350  291.6  166.6  104.2 

400  333.33  190.4  119 

Table 2. 

Table 2. shows the percentage return with the one out or 
Roving Banker situation. This table is for one placing only 
but if you wanted to anchor selection to run 1,2 or 3 then 
you would multiply the outlay x3  or by 4 if your anchoring 
to finish in the first 4. 
 
E.g. If you anchor your selection to finish in the first 3 and 
you boxed another 7 runners to fill the other places in the 
first 4 then for $300 your return would be 47.6% of the full 
dividend if the bet is successful. 

As you can see, you certainly get more bang for your buck if you can bank on a selection to fill a placing so if you have confidence 
with a selection in this area then pursue this strategy. 



ASSESS FIELDS FOR POTENTIAL BETTING RACES 

RACES ISOLATED NONE DON’T BET 

DO EARLY FORM WITH 
PROJECTED TRACK RATING 

TRACK RATING/ SCRATCHINGS DO 
NOT AFFECT SELECTIONS 

TRACK RATING / SCRATCHINGS 
AFFECT SELECTIONS 

DON’T BET 

AVAILABLE ODDS COMPLIANT 
WITH WAGERING STRATEGY 

AVAILABLE ODDS NOT 
COMPLIANT WITH WAGERING 

STRATEGY 

DON’T BET 

BET 

WAGERING FLOW CHART 



• GAMBLING IS DECISION MAKING UNDER CONDITIONS OF RISK 
 

• PROBABILITY IS THE MATHEMATICAL TOOL THAT QUANTIFIES RISK 
 

• TRUE ODDS IS WHERE THE PAYOUT IS EQUIVALENT TO THE PROBABILITY OF THE EVENT HAPPENING 
 

• TAB’s, ON-COURSE BOOKMAKERS, CORPORATE BOOKMAKERS and BETFAIR ARE THE 4 PLATFORMS OF WAGERING 
 

• NO SYSTEM HAS EVER BEATEN ANY ASPECT OF GAMBLING ON A LONG TERM BASIS 
 

•  ANALYSTS DRAW DIFFERENT CONCLUSIONS FROM THE SAME DATA POOL DUE TO HOW THE DATA IS INTERPRETED 
 

• RACE TRACK BIAS CAN BE BOTH ACTUAL AND PERCEIVED 
 

• MARKETS ARE A REFLECTION OF PUBLIC OPINION 
 

• AN EFFICIENT MARKET IS ONE THAT MIRRORS ALL THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION 
 

• ALMOST EVERY SUCCESSFUL PUNTER OR SYNDICATE AGREE THAT VALUE IS THE SINGULARLY MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF BETTING 
 

• A RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN IS CRITICAL TO LONGEVITY IN THE GAME 
 

• RISK IS BEST SUPPRESSED BY SPREADING THE RISK OVER A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE OUTCOMES 
 

• FORM ANALYSTS NEED TO CREATE A PECKING ORDER FOR FORM COMPONENT CONSIDERATION 
 

• MINDSET AND GAME PLAN SHOULD NOT ALTER OR RESPOND TO ANY OUTCOMES OF A SINGLE DAY 
 

• RECORD KEEPING IS ESSENTIAL 
 

• A PLAN MUST BE IN PLACE AT ALL TIMES WITH REALISTIC AND ATTAINABLE GOALS 
 



“One who knows when he can fight and when he cannot fight will be victorious.” –    Sun Tzu -  The Art of War.                  
 
“ One who knows the enemy and knows himself will not be in danger in a hundred  battles.” – Sun Tzu – The Art of War.       
       
 “ Until all teachers become geniuses and enthusiasts nobody will ever learn anything, except what they teach themselves”                 
- Aldo Huxley, Antic Hay 1923 
 
 
Hopefully enough information has been furnished to provide the player with  secure footing in their quest to make racing profitable. 
There are no shortcuts to the spoils of horse wagering or a  magic set of numbers or systems that absurdly promise instant riches. 
There is only one way to make punting profitable and that is to acquire requisite knowledge in all the associated areas of form and to 
have the discipline and a plan in place with realistic and attainable goals. In the racing arena there are few absolutes and whatever 
the short term fluctuations long term success depends not on courage, or justice or truth, but rather an accurate assessment of each 
and every wagering situation. 
 
The information contained herein, if nothing else, should at least place the player on the road to profitable punting. How far they go 
down that road is fully contingent on attitude, mindset and application. The wagering model, if executed correctly, gives the user 
every opportunity to gain  regular returns through both its diversity, safety and design of numbers. 
 
Further self education is strongly recommended. Punting, it has been said “ Is a question addressed to destiny requiring a hazardous 
ascent up a slippery ladder of probability, gaming theory and statistical logic”. Any research and education within this sphere can only 
enhance our expectation of winning returns.  
  
Thank you for your participation.  GOOD PUNTING 



APPENDIX 1. DEANE LESTER INTERVIEW 

When Deane Lester talks racing, people listen. Deane’s rapid rise to the top of his profession has undisputedly earned him the title of the 
nations most respected and best media form analyst. For anyone who wishes takes issue with this, then they need to liaise with Deane’s 
vast army of followers. To the average person who regularly punts on Victorian races, Deane is king. His decisive and accurate race 
analysis puts a little in the pockets of these people more often than not. When superlatives like genius are bandied around, not from his 
supporters, but from his peers, you just got to think that this guys got something. In many cases his predictive racing skills can influence 
race markets to the point where a runner can shorten up two points or more for no other reason than it was selected by Deane Lester. 
 
Growing up on stud farms with a mother who holds a trainers license, it would appear that Deane’s career path was mapped out at a very 
early age. Deane first entered the media in 1989 when he initially worked for the Sporting Globe as the trackman at Cranbourne. In 1990 
he commenced doing form comments for Winning Post and in 1998 worked the program racing extra which is now known as Prime Time 
Racing for Sport 927. 
  
In a game that boasts a high mortality rate, at times, Deane seems almost bullet proof no more than when he recently achieved every 
tipsters dream and selected every winner on a 7 race card at Werribee on December 20th 2006.  I posed a number of questions for Deane 
on punting and racing.  
 
 Punters are confronted with a multitude of variables for form consideration. How should form students coordinate these factors, and 
what do you consider are the factors of major importance? 
  
D.L.   I feel that barrier draws, race tempo, rider changes, class factors and track conditions are the integral factors to assess in every race. 
Barrier draws and race tempo are often reliant on each other and the way a race sets up is determined by barrier draws. I look for 
significant riding changes, i.e. apprentice to senior riders, out of form riders to in-form riders or significantly more aggressive riders taking 
the reins. Also, look for horses that are shifting sharply in class, either up or down. Finally, all these variables will be useless if there is a 
significant bias on a track or your selection is not proven in certain conditions. It is essential to make sure that you know what condition 
the track is in that you are planning to bet on. 
 
One aspect of racing that causes punters a great deal of angst is the issue of track bias. Some analysts state it is best to concentrate 
only on later races on a card to see how the track is going to play. What are your thoughts on track bias, and how should the punter 
manage this concern? 
  
 
 



Deane Lester 

D.L. Track bias is a definite issue and has been enhanced by artificial watering of tracks during the current drought. I am wary to bet on 
early races, they are often the lower class horses anyway and I like to determine how the track is playing. In assessing a track, look for 
consistent trends of how well credentialed horses are beaten. They can’t all be just having an off day and it may be that they are racing in 
the worst part of the ground. Be careful and conservative when assessing a track, try and use relatively reliable horses in their right class 
that don’t appear to have any other excuses on the day. 
 
Race sectionals are feely available, but many punters are at a loss on how to use them as an analytical tool. What value do you assign 
to sectionals and how should punters use them? 
  
D.L.  Sectional times are a tricky tool to use as a definitive guide. I use them regularly; often to see how hard a tear away leader actually 
went in a race, or how strongly a run on horse went to the line. I think they are a useful tool, but they are not the be-all and end-all of 
punting tools. 
 
Many serious punters are loath to wager on wet tracks. Is it harder for horses to hold form on affected going? Should the average 
punter put the cue back in the rack on wet days? 
  
D.L. I don’t mind betting on wet tracks, when it’s their season. If you are faced with a wet track in summer, the track may have a firm base 
and not give the feel of a genuine wet track. The horses racing in summer are in work because they probably prefer dry tracks so they are 
out of season. I am happy to  
bet in winter on wet tracks, but very rarely back a first up horse on a wet track, I like them to have fitness on their side. Finally, I never bet 
on tracks that are deteriorating. When it rains during a meeting , I put the cue in the rack, you don’t have time to reassess races 
accurately and the track often hovers between ratings. 
 
In a recent interview, bookmaker Graeme Sampieri stated punters should only wager on either good or heavy tracks, as anything in 
between can be a nightmare. Is the recently revamped track rating system accurate in terms of correct assessment for these ‘in 
between’ ratings? 
  
D.L.  I tend to agree with Graeme’s line of thinking, a definite rating is preferred is a preferred track condition to bet on. The in-between 
ratings and the numerical system are a good idea if they are rated accurately. I struggle with the racing clubs and the way they rate their 
tracks. A more professional approach by officials needs to be employed to ensure that the variations in certain tracks are accurately 
reflected by the new rating system. 
 
 



Deane Lester 

The wealth of information and tools at the modern punters disposal ensures winners come more frequently to the smart operator, than 
their counterparts from decades ago. In terms of acquiring value however, is the modern punter a victim of his own success? Is value 
harder to find today as opposed to yesteryear? 
  
D.L.  Value is very hard to find in modern racing. I have been punting for over 20 years and, in the past 5 years most good judges land on 
the same horse in a race, thus removing the value. I have also noticed that the first favorite on a Saturday city meeting starts way under 
the odds. It seems as though the rank ands file punters launch into the first favorite to kick start their day. Not many horses have the 
formcard deserving odds-on status in a race, yet someone is backing them to make them odds-on on the totes. 
 
 One of the most contentious issues in racing in recent years is the advent Betting Exchanges? Many punters are gravitating to these 
exchanges because of minimal percentage take as opposed to the mainstream TAB’s  What is your slant on the issue of exchanges and 
their impact on the racing industry?    
  
D.L.  I think that exchanges have created competition, which is good in any industry. TAB’s have reacted by having ‘power –pays’ meetings 
and now ‘fat quaddies’, so that is stimulating interest and turnover. As long as exchanges contribute to the industry and don’t just bleed 
the punters ( even with a reduced take-out ) , I think they add something to modern  punting. 
 
Many punters will not place bets until visual examination of their selection in the pre-race mounting parade. Are you an adherent of 
this practice? How important is it for the punter to try to access a horse’s pre-race looks and demeanor? 
  
D.L.  If you are on-course it is a must. I am reluctant to back a horse first up from a spell unless I have seen it, which includes assessing it’s 
fitness off vision from TVN or Sky Channel. I think it is important to take notice of horses that often behave badly pre-race yet perform 
well. Horses are individuals and you need to keep some record of their idiosyncrasies. 
 
From a pure mathematical perspective, it is said you should never back each way as it diminishes the value of your selection. 
Alternatively you ‘save’ on the assessed dangers by Dutch or multi win betting several runners. What are your thoughts on this point? 
  
D.L.  I tend to back multiple runners in a race for the win, but it is really a personal preference. I know of many successful punters that bet 
each way, or back horses at good odds to win and just break square if that horse places. I believe that staking your betting is the most 
important thing and always give yourself a chance of winning by betting for value, never settle for under the odds that you consider a 
horse should be. 
 
 
 



Deane Lester 

Many believe some races are won or lost at the barrier draw. How much emphasis do you place on barriers when doing form? 
  
D.L. I place a large emphasis on barrier draws. I am a great believer in doing speed maps, which then  helps you assess where the 
pressure is going to be applied from in  a race. Barrier one is not always the best gate in a race and conversely barrier 16 isn’t a curse to 
certain horses if the race pace suits them. 
  
I have noted a developing trend in recent years, where many form analysts, particularly in racing  the issue of weights is racing’s 
most overrated commodity. The point being, which his backed by strong statistical evidence, that weight does not stop good horses 
winning. Also frugal weight, where horses have a 1 or 2 kilo turnaround on rivals, will in most cases not constitute a reversal of 
placing's. Where does weight handicapping sit on your pecking order or form factors?   
  
D.L. I am not as big an advocate of studying weights as I once would have been. I think that, with the compression of weight scales, 
movements in weights are not significant enough to stop an in-form horse, also the removal of 1-1.5 kg is not enough to turn a horses 
form around. The grades, in general, are so even that you only see a 4-5 kg spread from top to bottom, and that includes allowances for 
gender and age. When I first started doing the form, the minimums were often 49-50 kg and the top weights had 59-60 kg, that’s when 
it was significant. Also, with horses receiving a numerical rating for each performance from the handicapper, it is rare for a performance 
to sneak through the system and get under the guard of the handicapper. The class systems direct a horses a certain way and, if trainers 
choose to skip classes, their horse will receive less weight but they will be aware of the class rise their horse faces. It would have to be a 
significant weight reversal ie 3.5 kg + for a short margin before I would consider it an influencing factor. 
 
From a punters perspective, what industry changes would you like to see over the coming years that would be beneficial to the 
average horse player? 
  
D.L. I think the combining of pools is paramount for the future, betting into a larger pool just may create the value the regular horse 
player needs. I would like to see the occasional guaranteed pools for quaddies and first fours, I think that would generate their own 
revenue and prove a bonanza for punters and also the TAB’s. 
 



Deane Lester 

Your selections carry enormous sums of money wagered on weekends from a vast national following, do you feel more pressure 
now to get it right than when you started in the media? 
 
D.L.  There’s no doubt about that, I am very aware of the following my selections have so I need to be well prepared for every race. My 
objective is to try and give the punters something that doesn’t obviously appear in their form guide. I’m not trying to tell them what to 
back in a race; rather I prefer to think that I assist with rounding off their thoughts on a race. The modern day punters are well 
informed and, if I can give them that 1% of information that they didn’t have, I think I’m doing my job. My research for a Saturday 
meeting starts when the weights are declared; I watch videos of all runners at a meeting and also do speed maps once acceptances are 
declared. It’s the same with my 1900 service I’m not trying to tell people what to back; I’m just sharing my thoughts on a race. I 
assume that my clients have a reasonable knowledge of racing; I just try and give them a little more knowledge. I am humbled by the 
following that my thoughts and selections have, but with that is a responsibility to keep producing accurate and well founded 
selections. It is an inexact science and I’m sure punters are aware of that, but I am confident enough in my preparation and 
understanding of horses that I can give them some useful information. 
 
Deane Lester can be heard on a weekly basis on radio Sport 927, 2ky, radio Tab in Queensland, Racing Radio in W.A. and trackside radio 
in New Zealand. Deane also has a 1900 selection service at 1902 241 524.  
 



APPENDIX 2. DOMINIC BEIRNE INTERVIEW 

To the many newcomers to the racing fraternity, recognition of the name Dominic Beirne may be pretty much restricted to those who 
have access to pay television’s Sky racing channel, and identify Dominic through his regular appearances as guest form analyst for major 
races at spring carnival time. To the many others, whose interest in horse racing  spans a few decades, would know Dominic Beirne, firstly 
as one of the nation’s most successful bookmakers, and secondly as one of the most progressive and inventive thinkers in the domain of 
form analysis. 
  
In his early 20’s he made his name as a price assessor and form analyst for the Sun newspaper and Radio 2KY. He was first registered as a 
bookmaker at age 25 and two years later he had the highest turnover in the world of any licensed bookmaker betting solely on local 
events. Dominic Beirne and fellow rails bookmaker Bruce Mc Hugh, took on the might of Kerry Packer, who, in his gambling zenith would 
have been the world’s biggest punter. The sheer volume of money of the outcome of many of those wagers would have had the average 
rank and file punter gasping in disbelief. 
  
Dominic owed much of his success as a bookmaker to his ability to recognize innovative applications to form assessment. He successfully 
applied interpretations of sectional times in races and barrier trials to create speed maps – anticipating the in race running position of 
each runner and therefore the expected pace of any race. Speed maps, when combined with Dominic’s ability to identify the nuances of 
the racing surface and the effect of wind strength and direction (commonly known as track bias) became part of the arsenal which gave 
Dominic a decisive edge over most other punters. This knowledge of track bias as a post race form explanation for exaggeratedly good 
and poor form performances facilitated future form analysis, a combination of these factors and original statistical data, improved his pre 
race – market assessments.  
  
Dominic retired from bookmaking in 1988 to pursue other interests, but maintained his link to racing through racehorse ownership and 
breeding. He raced and bred a number of group 1 winners including Avon Angel, Card Shark, Telesto, Fraternity and Bonanova. Dominic 
was invited to become a member of the NSW Thoroughbred Racing Board Appeals Panel when that panel was inaugurated in 1998 and 
has been a member ever since. 
 
I posed a number of questions to Dominic on racing and punting, observant readers of the Deane Lester Interview may note that in essence 

it is the same batch of questions posed This is not something initiated out of laziness, the selective questioning holds strong relevance on 

contemporary issues confronting the average punter. It is also good to get consensus view on these issues from a number of people at the 

top of their game.  

 
 



Dominic Beirne 

Punters are confronted with a multitude of variables for form consideration. How should form students coordinate these factors 
and what do you consider are the factors of major importance?    
  
DB: The most important factors have not changed since modern horse racing was professionalized during the reign of Queen Anne in 
the 18th century: speed. Endurance, handicap weight, ability of jockey and trainer, barrier position, win ability, class, track condition, 
distance, age, sex, number of starts, predicted pace of race and the odds. How to sensibly weigh these factors depends upon the 
circumstances of the day’s race. 
Winner – backers are those who correctly order these variables from most important to least important. For example, in a set weight 
3yo stakes race, the handicap rating will swamp all other factors as the most reliable predictor of the winner; in a 3200m race, 
endurance and the form from the two most recent runs matter most; in an 800m race it is speed and barrier that combine to provide 
the cleverest prediction. The ability to coordinate these factors comes from as much from common sense as from experience. 
 
There seems a common thread between most successful syndications and individuals, of generating your own markets then betting 
the ‘overs’ – Is this the only pathway to true long term success? 
  
DB:  This methodology defines and identifies the crucial element to all gambling: “value” I would like to inform readers that most of the 
leading syndicates in the world are heavily impacted by the wisdom of the crowd. It is naïve to think that you can “price” a race so 
accurately that you can disregard what everyone else thinks. Take advantage of the way the market is formed to your own benefit; 
particularly this is true when placing multiple bets such as quinellas and trifectas. Yet generating your own market is not the only way 
to long term success. I will deal more adequately with this answer in a later question towards the end of this interview. 
 
One aspect of racing that causes punters a great deal of angst is the issue of track bias. Some analysts state it is best to concentrate 
only on later races on a card to see how the track is going to play. What are your thoughts on track bias, and how should the punter 
manage this concern?  
 
DB: Identification of the “wide on the heavy track” bias has been known for a hundred years. When I used to talk about other types of 
track bias on the radio in the 1970’s mine was a lone voice; yet there were carnival days when railers won nearly every race or every 
race leader ran unplaced. Track bias has always been real, but sometime less obvious. Yet the “edge” in identifying bias has pretty 
much disappeared. Track touts of various abilities fall over themselves these days wanting to be the first to identify the day’s bias. 
Often enough, their pronouncements will prove inaccurate. On many racetracks, the bias that exists in the first few races is over 
compensated by the jockeys and the betting market. On other occasions bias can be annihilated by a drop in the wind or a drying track. 
It is form these reasons that one of the world’s most successful computer punters refuses to alter his markets due to this variable, once 
the first race has been run. On occasions he may regret this methodology, but how many times have you unsuccessfully switched 
selections due to a perception or report of track bias? 
 
 
 



Dominic Beirne 

Race sectionals are freely available, but many punters are at a loss how to use them as an analytical tool. What value do you assign 
to sectionals, and how should punters use them? 
  
DB: Using sectionals to identify the pace of a race is a crucial tool in post-race analysis; using sectionals to identify horses of 
exceptional ability likewise. 
  
Most serious punters are loathe to wager on wet tracks. Is it harder for horses to hold form on affected going? Should the average 
punter put the cue back in the rack on wet days? 
  
DB: Heavy tracks provide great punting opportunities. I’d rather take a short price about a proven wet tracker who is in form and has a 
speed map in his favor than any other short priced favourite. 
 
In a recent interview with bookmaker Graeme Sampieri stated punters should only wager on either good or heavy tracks, as 
anything in between can be a nightmare. Is the recently revamped track rating system accurate in terms of correct assessment for 
these ‘in between’ ratings? 
  
DB: I have no complaint about the new track rating system; it should have been changed decades ago. As for Graeme’s observation, it 
is true that there a extra zeroes on the roulette table when tracks are rated dead or slow. 
  
The wealth of information and tools at the modern punters disposal ensures winners come more frequently to the smart operator, 
than their counterparts from decades ago. In terms of acquiring value however, is the modern punter a victim of his own success? Is 
value harder to find today as opposed to yesteryear? 
  
DB: First of all, the basic tenet of this question is inaccurate. The “smart operator” had all the information and tools available to him 
decades ago. Unfortunately for the “smart operator” the exclusivity of them no longer remains and the gap between the informed and 
the ill-informed has narrowed. The answer to the two questions is of course, yes! 
 
One of the most contentious issues in racing in recent years is the advent of betting exchanges. Many punters are gravitating to 
these exchanges because of the minimal percentage take as opposed to the mainstream TAB’s. What is your slant on the issue of 
exchanges and their impact on the racing industry? 
 



Dominic Beirne 

DB: Setting aside the fact that I urged the powers in racing years ago that they should run an exchange themselves not be threatened 
by them, I think that their competitiveness is exaggerated. Betting exchanges are a fun way to invest on bolters, but those horses rarely 
win. Betting on short priced horses after you pay commission is not as great a deal as those afraid of the threat of the exchanges would 
have you believe. Arbitraging by backing and laying the same horse requires knowledge or anticipation of racecourse fluctuations in 
your favor. If you’re that good, knock yourself out, baby! 
 
Many punters will not place bets until visual examination of their selection in the pre-race mounting parade. Are you an adherent 
of this practice? How important is it for the punter to try to access a horse’s pre-race looks and demeanor? 
  
DB: When I used to regularly attend the track, I made profitable use of this factor. But I must announce that my two advisors in this 
regard were John Size and Michael Fraser. It would be hard to match their “eye” anywhere in the world, so unless you are an expert, or 
can access an expert, don’t waste your time. 
 
From a pure mathematical perspective, it is said you should never back each way as it diminishes the value of your selection. 
Alternatively you ‘save’ on the assessed dangers by Dutch or multi-betting several runners. What are your thoughts on this point? 
  
DB: Before answering your excellent question, I need to point out that it is extremely difficult to find honest to goodness place ticket 
value these days. The modern day each way bookmakers at the track have been driven into submission and are understandably less 
competitive than their predecessors with this bet type. The fixed odds bookmaker at TABCORP has the correct equation for the place. 
He fractionalizes the win price to accurately return a consistent percentage in their books favor. 
Admittedly, their returns have a house bias with which I am uncomfortable, but at least they “play the punters” once they’ve set the 
market. Most on course bookmakers could learn from the way the young turks who run the book at TABCORP conduct business. 
To answer your question; it depends on the circumstances of the race. The best opportunity to bet each way  is when the track map 
and the edge-odds ratio synchronize.  
In answer to the second part of the question, I do not see a conflict in playing both of the bet types (each way and dutch book) in the 
one race. If the circumstances allow, make a dutch book and have a place ticket on one or two of those. It may seem that you have 
spread yourself thin, but if the “value” exists, such races over a period are the safest on which to invest. 
 
I have noticed a developing trend in recent years, where many form analysts, particularly in racing abroad, are questioning the 
merit of weights as a genuine form tool. The consensus seems to be that the issue of weights is racing’s most overrated commodity. 
The point being, which is backed by strong statistical evidence, that weight does not stop good horses winning. Also frugal weight 
shifts, where horses have a 1 or 2 kilo turnaround on rivals, will in most cases not constitute a reversal of placing’s. Where does 
weight handicapping sit on your pecking order of form factors? 
  
 



Dominic Beirne 

DB: The handicap weight is an extremely important factor, but the most misunderstood. As a factor, it is therefore not so much 
overrated as misapplied. Years ago, private handicappers, like myself, got lost in a cul – de –sac of number theory attempting to fit 
weights and measures into simple equations. Yet weights and measures presented no hurdles to the average racegoer who was a non 
mathematician. The solution was to expel conventional handicapping and take advantage of the wisdom of racecourse practice: that a 
good horse who often wins will beat a poor horse who often loses at a significantly larger weight compensation the popular equation: 
3 pounds per length. Other decisions regarding weight confront punters; such as the real benefit of apprentice allowances or large 
rise/fall in handicap weight; or is a weight rise more significant at the top end of the handicap scale? The answer to theses questions 
is that weight has a bearing, but to a lesser extent than literally espoused by traditional handicappers.  
  
You are well known for the result of your form analysis being a rating figure for each runner, should the average punter attempt 
something along these lines, albeit a lot less sophisticated? 
  
DB: I am advising against it. I know the extent of the science that is required to gain an edge mathematically. The marketplace is 
predominately set by mathematicians. A winning way is to take advantage of their homework and add your own spice. Concentrate 
on a combination of variables with which you are most successful. For instance you may have personally discovered that backing front 
runners in sprint races ridden by unfashionable jockeys which are under 5 – 1 has proven worthwhile for you. Stick with it. Write your 
own system of multiple variables. Old fashioned system betting is perennial and provides a great pastime in this century old industry. 
If you want to be a private handicapper, buy Don Scott’s bible and be prepared to set aside a decent chunk of your spare time. 
 
From a punters perspective, what industry changes would you like top see over the coming years that would be beneficial to the 
average horse player? 
  
DB: Educate and inform punters; make the wagering experience more satisfying. The key to this industry is to grow turnover by 
servicing punters in such a way that they repeat their business. One way of facilitating a satisfying experience for the punters is to 
ensure that they receive a lot of dividends on the day. How does a totalisator company do this? Well one way is to adopt the 
@utowager technology that my company has written which spreads the punter’s investments across the variety of available pools or 
bet types in such an intelligent way that significantly increases the likely probability of receiving a dividend.       
 



APPENDIX 3. THE MYTH OF WEIGHTS 

The importance of weights as a major form instrument has for the greater part of racings history never been a contentious issue. 
Weights have long been regarded as the cornerstone of successful ratings and form analysis. Rem Plantes detailed enquiry into the 
impact of weight in form evaluation was regarded as ground breaking. It was this work that propelled his 60’s publication of ‘Australian 
Horse Racing and Punters Guide’ to be regarded as the first and possibly only punters bible of Australian racing.  Plantes weight 
mandates have long held unwavering esteem amongst the nations form students and have remained virtually unchallenged for 
decades.  
However, it would seem over recent years there has been a developing trend both here and abroad that not only challenges the merit 
of weights as a racing tool but puts forward a well constructed case to completely disregard weights when doing form analysis! Now, 
I’m sure that any suggestion to disregard one of racings most time honoured core values would be met with utter disdain by weight 
aficionados. It would seem presently no other aspect of racing has form students in greater disagreement than the issue of weights 
and precisely where it sits in racings pecking order. In an effort to obtain some sort of definitive answer, even for my own needs, I 
embarked on a passage of research into what has become one of racings more questionable concerns. With some university assistance 
I have been able to unearth some thought provoking facts which hopefully will enable the reader to be a little more lucid on the issue 
of racing and weights. 
 
In handicaps, weights are allotted to each runner with the projected aim to make the racing more even. Better performed horses are 
asked to carry heavier imposts than their under performing rivals with the theory being that the heavier weights will have some degree 
of a slowing effect, thus enhancing the winning chances of lower weighted animals. Race club handicappers allot weight to the 
respective race runners with the assumption that all runners through the weight frame have an equitable chance of winning. 
Idealistically all runners would finish in a dead heat. The practicality of the situation is somewhat different. Statistically the heavier 
weighted horses win a highly disproportionate share of the races. 
This is a constant that encompasses racing not only in this country but world wide. What should we derive from this? Maybe 
handicappers are too lenient on the better performed horses or perhaps the problem lies at the other end of the scale. If some horses 
were truly weighted to their ability the allotted weight would fall well below limit weight limitations. What is conclusive however is 
that weight does not bring horses together nor is it a significant factor in the defeat of the best horses. Now I can hear the weight 
proponents voicing ‘But weight will stop a train’ and yes weight will stop a train, but it must be questionable whether the taxing the 
effect of added weight within the normal parameters of racing handicapping is truly detrimental to a horses ability to win. 
  
 



A horse race, like any other race, is a contest of speed therefore the most important attribute a racehorse can have is speed. Slow 
horses do not win races, nor do athletes nor do cars. Speed is the dominant factor in horse racing. It is relative speeds that 
determine placing's. To determine the relevance of weights in racing, it is necessary to ascertain what weight carried does to speed. 
Many hours of net surfing in search of answers led me to the Truman State University in Minnesota U.S.A. who were kind enough to 
furnish me with over 80 pages of specific information on the relationship of weight and speed particular to racehorses. As punters 
what we would all like to know is whether weight is a significant factor in both the ability of a horse to perform and the duration of 
such a performance. The first point is that the relationship of any weight carrying ability correlates to the body weight of the horse. 
For the benefit of this enquiry it is the assumption we are not dealing with animals abnormally small in stature. 
Whilst speed is the dominant factor in racing it must be considered in relation to its co-factors of Distance, Weight, Age and Sex. We 
are dealing predominately with the weight speed relationship here. The following points gleaned are resultant of research that 
covered every official race run in the U.S.A., over a 25 year period, furnishing over two hundred thousand records. It has been 
established that the point at which weight carried starts to impact on horses speed is 113lbs or 51.4 kg’s, which is around the limit 
weight for most races in this country. The impact on speed at this point is only slight, but with greater added weight there is greater 
speed reduction, but examination of weight speed charts reveals the impact between one horse carrying 54kg’s and another 
carrying 57kg’s is minimal. Again this adds credence to why statistically the higher weighted horses win more races. 
 
One of Plantes initial theories was the weight effect was more pronounced over the concluding stages of a race, producing a 
decelerating effect, whilst weight off a horse produced an accelerating effect. The first part can be challenged statistically whilst the 
university research has revealed an interesting phenomenon in regards to weight off a horse known as the ‘switch back effect’. It is 
the reverse assumption to standard weight ideas in that the more weight you take off a horse the faster they will run. Analysis of 
over two hundred thousand races shows this in fact has firm limitations to the point where weight reduction could easily be 
dismissed as only a very minor consideration in form. 
If we use 52kg’s as racings minimum seldom do we see horses weighted above 60kg’s. The whole scope of weight and related issues 
in essence is encompassed in only an 8kg framework. Weight shifts between horses, within this framework also means the shift of 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in wagers. If horse A defeats horse B by a head, then under similar conditions horse B has a 2kg 
turn around in the weights and weight pundits will assuredly back horse B to reverse the placings.  
  
Let’s try to examine what the 2kg rise will do to horse A in the above situation from a different perspective. In the animal world 
horses are not small beasts with the average weight of a thoroughbred around 550 kg’s. Two kilograms represents 0.36% of the 
horses body weight. Let’s translate this illustration to human terms. Two 90kg athletes compete with athlete A narrowly victorious 
over athlete B over 200m. Same conditions 1 week later this time athlete A must carry 0.36% of his body weight strapped to his back 
as a penalty. This equates to 330 grams or about the size of a family block of chocolate.  This begs the question “Will the 330 gram 
penalty stop a powerful finely tuned athlete from repeating the win? Or will a 2kg weight turn around impede the winning chances 
of a 550 kg thoroughbred?” 
 

The Myth of Weights 



The Myth of Weights 

It seems somewhat incongruous to me so much emphasis in racing and punting is placed on such frugal weight shifts. One of the 
biggest indictments against the value of weights is the history of the Set Weight 3yo events. What we have here is a ‘double action’ 
where under performers who would carry minimum weight in a handicap are obliged to carry an extra 3.5kgs whilst strong 
performers can actually enjoy a similar drop in weight. Class gallopers under this weight regime can meet their lesser performing 
rivals on up to 7kg’s better weight terms. Bearing this in mind one would expect an overwhelming history of winning favourites in 
such events. I researched the results of the VRC Derby and Oaks, Caulfield Guineas, Australian Guineas and Bill Stutt in Victoria and 
the AJC Derby and Oaks, Rosehill and Canterbury Guineas in Sydney over the past 25 years. Outright favourites in these events had a 
strike rate of less than 44%. Another interesting point unearthed during research was during a ten year span in recent British racing 
top weights were more successful over longer distances. Sprint races and middle distance races returned a 24% win rate whilst 
staying events yielded a 29% win rate. 
 
This again seemingly defies standard weight rationale. Logically the further the weight is carried the greater the taxing effect. This 
would again add further credibility to the earlier suggestion that within the normal parameters of weight handicapping of racehorses 
weights have only a minimal effect. Weight is essentially a function of recent form and class, a figure of external acknowledgement of 
racecourse deeds. Perhaps there have been a few seeds of doubt sewn amongst the most hardcore weight adherents. Maybe it’s time 
to look beyond the implication of weights and focus more on aspects that deal directly with a horses ability.  Personally, I’m truly 
converted. No more examination of allotted weights or weight shifts, which after 30 years of doing form is really a weight off my 
mind. 
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APPENDIX 4. BOOKMAKERS ODDS 

The table shows how much you need to place on 
any runner to return $100 at the quoted price 



This course was proof read and edited by Roman Koz. His list of services can be found at: romankoz.com.au 
 
 
For those who are interested in partaking in the first portfolio of laying longer priced horses to generate a 
monthly income, but don’t have the selection resources, may subscribe to the Betfair Lay  clients found at 
projectpunt.com - any queries about this course can be directed through the site 
 
 


